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Fusion of viral and host membranes is a key step during infection by membrane-enclosed 
viruses. The fusion pore plays a critical role, and must dilate to release the viral genome. Prior 
studies of fusion mediated by influenza A hemagglutinin (HA) revealed ~2-5 nm pores that 
flickered before dilating to >10 nm. The mechanisms involved are unknown.   
Here we studied HA-mediated fusion pore dynamics using a novel single-pore assay (supported 
by a novel, robust, single-cell optical assay for fusion between HA-expressing cells and 
nanodiscs), combined with computational simulations accessing extraordinarily long (ms) 
timescales. We measured pores between HA-expressing fibroblasts and bilayer nanodiscs. From 
pore currents we infer pore size with millisecond time resolution. Unlike previous in vitro 
studies, the use of nanodiscs limited the membrane contact areas and maximum pore sizes, better 
mimicking the initial phases of virus-endosome fusion. In wild-type (WT) HA-mediated fusion 
pores, pores flickered about a mean pore size ~1.7 nm. In contrast, fusion pores formed by GPI-
anchored HA nucleated at less than half the WT rate; results were consistent with earlier findings 
that showed that while GPI-HA pores stabilize at larger initial conductances than WT, they were 
not able to enlarge beyond their initial size. 
We developed radically coarse-grained, explicit lipid molecular dynamics simulations of the 
fusion pore reconstituted with post-fusion, trans HA hairpins. With WT HA, fusion pores were 
small, similar to experiment. Over time hairpins gradually converted from trans to cis. With 
lipid-anchored HA, the trans → cis transition was much accelerated. Once most hairpins had 
converted to cis, because apposing membranes were released, the fusion pore was able to dilate 
to sizes close to protein-free. Additionally, in crowded simulations with HA densities 
approximating those found in HA clusters, we found that HA aggregation, promoted by TMD-
TMD interactions, delayed fusion pore dilation by inhibiting the trans → cis transition. 
Our results suggest that pore dilation requires the trans → cis transition. We hypothesize that this 
transition is accelerated in GPI-HA by the more mobile lipid anchor, and may explain the larger 
observed nascent fusion pores.   
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Membrane fusion is a ubiquitous biophysical reaction, essential to such diverse physiological 
processes as fertilization, development, intracellular vesicle/protein trafficking and synaptic 
transmission (Figure 1A). Membrane fusion topologically remodels phospholipid bilayers, 
severing and reconnecting the bilayers of two separate membrane-enclosed compartments 
(Figure 1B), allowing aqueous contents – ions, small molecules, proteins and nucleic acids –  to 
flow between them.   
Figure 1. Membrane fusion is an essential biophysical process (A). (B) Membrane fusion involves the severing 
and re-connecting of separate bilayers. 
 
A crucial early step in the infectious cycle of membrane-enveloped viruses such as ebola, HIV, 
dengue and influenza is the fusion of viral and host cell membranes, followed by the transfer of 
the viral genome to the cytosol through a metastable, aqueous connection between fusing 
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membranes - the fusion pore1–4. The molecular mechanisms and biophysical driving forces 
responsible for viral membrane fusion and genome transfer remain poorly understood.  
Despite advances in immunization and treatment, influenza virus (family Orthomyxiviridae) 
remains a potent, global threat to human health. The WHO estimates that influenza virus 
infection is responsible for ~250,000-500,000 deaths worldwide per year in an average flu 
season; the 1918-1919 global H1N1 pandemic killed ~50-100 million5. Elucidating the 
mechanics of the infectious cycle at this critical stage is therefore an urgent task for basic 
research and a necessary to the development of effective antiviral agents.  
The major goals driving this project were (1) to isolate influenza hemagglutinin (HA)-
mediated fusion pores, (2) to determine the driving forces behind HA-mediated fusion pore 
evolution.  
Membranes are intrinsically extremely stable due to the hydrophobic effect responsible for their 
self-assembly; fusion is therefore energetically unfavorable, and is thought to require an overall 
input of ~40-160 kT6,7. This energy, in physiological contexts, is provided by fusion proteins 
(fusogens) such as the soluble N-ethylmalemide sensitive factor attachment protein receptor 
(SNARE) proteins in the case of most intracellular fusion reactions, including synaptic vesicle 
fusion and exocytotic release of hormones8, or hemagglutinin (HA) in the case of influenza virus 
fusion3,9. Protein-free fusion of vesicles can be accomplished experimentally using high 
concentrations of Ca2+ or other divalent ions10. Experimental and theoretical work generally 
supports the hypothesis that membrane fusion proceeds through the formation of metastable, 
lipidic non-bilayer intermediates11–13. Following the close apposition of two bilayers, fusion is 
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thought to proceed sequentially via the following lipidic intermediates: (i) point contact (ii) 
hemifusion stalk (iii) hemifusion diaphragm – in which only the outer leaflets are connected (iv) 
the initial aqueous connection between fusing membranes – the small, flickering fusion pore and 
finally (v) the expanded fusion pore7,14. The precise temporal sequencing of these intermediates, 
their kinetics and statistics vary greatly depending upon biophysical context. While the 
hypothesis of a pathway to fusion via lipidic intermediates is well-supported, a number of 
possible models for viral and exocytotic15 fusion pores have been proposed, including lipidic and 
protein-lined models16 
Trimeric, membrane-integral viral fusion glycoproteins, such as influenza HA, HIV ENV 
(gp120/gp41) and Ebola GP drive viral membrane fusion with the host cell17,18.  The opening of a 
fusion pore is a critical step in the pathway to infection (Figure 2) which allows the virus to release 



















Figure 2. Endocytic entry of influenza A virus. Influenza virus binds to sialic acids (SAs) present on host cell 
plasma membrane proteins through HA1 domain-SA binding. Virions enter the cell via clathrin-mediated 
endocytosis and, when the mature endosome acidifies to pH ~5.0, low-pH, HA-mediated membrane fusion merges 
the viral and host membranes, allowing passage of the (-) ssRNA genome into the cytoplasm and initiating the 
infection cycle. 
 
The cryo-EM structure of the H3N2 (X31) influenza virus reveals that ~300-500 HA trimers 
project from the viral membrane19 (Figure 3A). While HA is synthesized as a trimer of three single 
polypeptide chains (HA0), trypsin-mediated cleavage of HA0 into HA1 and HA2 domains (Figure 
3C), which occurs prior to viral budding and leaves the HA1 and HA2 domains connected by a 
single disulfide bond20, is required to “prime” HA for membrane fusion21–23. Within the acidifying 
endosome, HA undergoes a large-scale, pH-dependent conformational change, wherein the sialic 
acid receptor-binding HA1 domains separate from the HA2 domain, HA fusion peptides release 
from a pocket near the base of the HA2 stem, and HA2 extends ~14 nm and forms a trimeric alpha-
helical coiled-coil24–26 (Figure 3B). The fusion peptides at the N-termini of the coiled-coil then 
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insert into the host membrane. The fold-back, or “zippering up”  of residues of the leash domain 
along the central coiled-coil creates an antiparallel “hairpin” that places the viral and target 
membranes into close apposition and, once a lipidic connection is established, the C-terminal 
transmembrane domains (TMDs) in close proximity to the fusion peptide domains24,27 (Figure 3B). 
Structural studies have shown that residue-residue interactions of the leash with an annular N-
terminal “N-cap” are responsible for holding the N-terminal fusion peptides in place near the C-
terminal TMDs25. Analogous conformational changes occur in fusion proteins of nearly every 
enveloped virus, suggesting that evolution has converged on a common mechanism with diverse 
triggers, such as proton binding (effected by endosomal pH drop) and receptor binding17,18,28.  
Figure 3. Hemagglutinin undergoes a pH-induced conformational change which results the formation of viral 
“hairpins” between viral and target membranes. (A) Cryoelectron tomograph of a spherical influenza particle 
showing glycoprotein spikes projecting from the viral membrane, adapted from Harris et. al., 2006. (B) Influenza 
HA viral hairpins act as the molecular machinery of membrane fusion; summary of present structural knowledge 
of HA-mediated membrane fusion.  (C) Domain structure of binding domain HA1 and fusion domain HA2. 




Beyond the concept that viral hairpin assembly fuses membranes by pulling them together, the 
detailed mechanism of fusion and the role of viral fusogens once the fusion pore is nucleated are 
unknown. Establishment and subsequent successful dilation of a fusion pore connecting 
membrane-enveloped viruses and the membrane of a target cell is essential for passage of the large 
(~10 nm) viral genome into the cell and the initiation of the infectious cycle3,29–32. Viral membrane 
fusion itself was recently found to be targeted and inhibited by cellular antiviral restriction factors 
called interferon-induced transmembrane (IFITM) proteins33–36. The early stages of viral 
membrane fusion and the development of the nascent fusion pore leading to genome release and 
infection, at present, are a poorly understood aspect of membrane-enveloped virus 
pathophysiology9.  This is a roadblock to establishing a full mechanism of viral genome release 
and to developing effective inhibitors of viral fusion. 
The initial, narrow fusion pore connecting viral and host membranes is a metastable structure that 
dynamically “flickers” multiple times before dilating or resealing 1,37,38. Different viral fusogens 
display differing flickering dynamics39–41, the origins of which are unclear. Electrical studies of 
HA-mediated fusion between HA-expressing fibroblasts and red blood cells (RBCs) and between 
HA-fibroblasts and voltage-clamped suspended bilayers (“black lipid membranes”; BLMs) 
comprise the most complete quantitative information to date about the dynamics of viral fusion 
pores. Small pores (∼ 2-5 nm, estimated using the cylindrical approximation42,43  
𝑟𝑝𝑜 = (𝐺𝑝𝑜ρλ/π)
1/2, where rpo is pore radius, Gpo is pore conductance, ρ is solution resistivity and 
λ is pore length/cylinder height) were found to flicker repetitively and/or fluctuate in size prior to 
terminal dilation 1,37,38,44–46. These studies report on fusion phenomena taking place within large 
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(~1 μm2) contact area between fusing cells/target membranes, making it difficult to determine 
whether single or multiple pores were detected. Additionally, the inability to biochemically define 
target membrane composition (in the case of cell-cell fusion) or the limited range of lipids available 
for the reconstitution of target membranes (in the case of cell-BLM fusion) represent unresolved 
technical hurdles to isolating single pores in biochemically-defined systems.  
To achieve a quantitative understanding of the driving forces behind viral membrane fusion, it is 
important to dissect the role that structural features of the HA viral hairpin – including the 
TMDs, N-cap and leash domains – play in fusion pore nucleation, dynamics and development.  
The nature and extent of fusion protein involvement with the fusion pore is unclear. The minimal 
structural unit required to form HA-mediated fusion pores was identified by Markosyan, Cohen 
and Melikyan as glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored HA46, a construct where HA 
TMDs are replaced by non-bilayer spanning GPI lipid anchors. In whole-cell optical and patch- 
clamp studies of GPI-HA cell-RBC fusion, Markosyan and co-workers found that GPI-HA 
fusion pores differed in several key respects from WT HA fusion pores, namely: (1) GPI-HA 
fusion pores did not flicker open and closed, as WT pores did, (2) GPI-HA pores more readily 
allowed the passage of the lipophilic membrane dye 1,1’-dioctadecyl-3,3,3’,3’-
tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI) than WT, (3) the early (first ~60 s following 
detectable fusion pores) conductances of nascent GPI-HA fusion pores, determined by time-
resolved admittance, were consistently higher than WT, initially (< 100 ms) fluctuating ~6-750 
pS (vs. ~3-400 pS for WT) before increasing to ~2000-2500 pS (vs. ~400 pS for WT).  Finally, 
(4) on timescales > 60s, GPI-HA pores did not expand beyond ~4 nm diameters indicated by 
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their initial conductances. These observations appear to implicate the TMDs of HA as necessary 
to expand the fusion pore beyond the nascent stage. However, the differences in initial pore 
properties, including conductance between WT and GPI-HA remain unexplained. 
We applied a two-pronged experimental and theoretical approach to better understand how 
structural characteristics of HA – in particular HA TMDs – impact the properties of the nascent 
viral fusion pore. While optical methods, particularly techniques which combine lipid and 
content-mixing in vivo47 comprise important approaches to studying viral membrane fusion, 
electrical techniques remain the most direct method to measure fusion pore dynamics with high 
temporal resolution. To detect currents passing through single, HA-mediated viral fusion pores 
with ~ms time resolution, we adapted a nanoscale, electrical method developed in the Karatekin 
lab, previously used to study SNARE-mediated fusion pores, to measure fusion pores between 
WT HA-expressing and GPI-HA expressing cells and lipid bilayer nanodiscs (NDs)48. 
Concurrently, we applied highly coarse-grained, explicit lipid molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations, capable of reaching extraordinarily long (> 10 ms) timescales, to study the behavior 
of HA and the fusion pore at the instant of fusion between two planar membranes, with the goal 
of elucidating the unexplained differences in initial fusion pore size between WT and GPI-
anchored HA.   
Using our novel, biochemically-defined nanoscale electrical approach, we show that nascent, 
HA-mediated pores flicker, have a lifetime of ~2 s and are small, with an average conductance of 
~330 pS, (diameter ~1.7 nm). Pores mediated by a GPI-anchored mutant of HA, where TMDs 
are replaced by a lipid anchor, formed at a rate less than ~0.5x of WT. Our results for GPI-HA, 
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while difficult to compare statistically to WT due to extremely low fusion rates, appear to 
support the idea that while GPI-HA pores stabilize at larger initial conductances (and therefore 
larger pore sizes) than for WT, they are not able to further dilate. Our molecularly explicit, 
coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of HA viral hairpins complexed with fusion 
pores highlight a hypothetical mechanism, where aggregated WT HA viral hairpins bridging 
bilayers in trans are unable to “let go” of apposing bilayers, to explain the size of the nascent, 
nm-sized, flickering WT HA fusion pore and the difference in sizes between nascent WT and 
GPI-HA fusion pores.  














Calcium influx reports membrane fusion between HA-expressing cells and nanodiscs 
We developed a fluorescence assay to assess docking and fusion between HA-expressing cells 
and nanolipoprotein particles48  (NLPs) (Figure 4A). NLPs are membrane bilayer “nanodiscs” 
stabilized by ApoE4 scaffold protein (Figure 1B), ~23 nm in diameter49 (Figure 4C, D). We 
incorporated 2 mol % ganglioside GD1a, a glycolipid that acts as an HA receptor, into the NLP 
lipids. To proteolytically cleave non-fusogenic HA0 protein into fusogenic HA1-HA220,21, we 
trypsin-treated HA-expressing cells (HAb2 cells23,50, which stably express HA or HA-expressing 
transiently transfected 3T3 fibroblasts). Cells were then incubated at RT for 30 minutes with 7 
μM membrane-permeable Fluo-3 AM calcium indicator, which increases in fluorescence > 100-
fold when Ca2+ binds (Kd = 0.4-1 mM). We then washed away Fluo-3 AM remaining in the 
media and incubated cells with an excess of GD1a-containing NLPs for 10 minutes on ice (2 mM 
lipids, corresponding to ~1.7 μM NLPs, assuming ~1200 lipids per NLP). Unbound NLPs were 
rinsed away.  
To assess docking of NLPs onto cells, we included 2 mol % LR-PE in the NLP lipid composition 
and visualized NLP fluorescence via confocal microscopy (Figure 5A). NLP fluorescence 
appeared punctate. Although some of the puncta may be due to the inhomogeneous distribution 
of HA on the cell surface51–53, at least some of aggregation is likely due to the inherent tendency 
of NLPs to aggregate in solution. We found that aggregation was worse, i.e. larger puncta were 
observed via confocal microscopy, when NLPs were frozen and thawed (Figure 5A). Therefore, 
we used freshly reconstituted NLPs, avoided freeze/thaw cycles (NLPs were stored at 4 °C and 
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used within 3 days), and sonicated NLP solutions in a water bath for 15 minutes prior to binding 
to cells. The maximum possible, shoulder-to-shoulder NLP density, is ~1,600/µm2 for ~23nm 
discs; each disc could encompass a close packed cluster of ~7 pre-fusion HA trimers54. Results 
from quantitative western blotting (see Supplementary Figure S1) yielded a calculated density of 
~3,000 HA/µm2, consistent with earlier quantitation of HAb2 cells55. If HA trimers were 
randomly distributed and NLPs were shoulder-to-shoulder, we would expect ~1.8 HA trimers per 
NLP. We conclude that NLPs are bound in excess – coverage is therefore not limiting. 
Figure 4. Nanodisc preparation for single-cell, optical assay to report HA-mediated membrane fusion. (A) 
Schematic of HA-expressing, HAb2 cell/NLP membrane fusion Ca2+-influx assay. Upon low-pH triggered, HA-
mediated membrane fusion, Ca2+  in the media enters the cell through fusion pores connecting cell PM and 
NLPs. Cytosolic Fluo3AM fluorescence increases upon Ca2+ binding. (B) SYPRO orange-stained protein gel 
showing ApoE4 22k-containing FPLC preparation fractions of a representative NLP reconstitution. (C) EM 
micrograph of a NLP sample (less dense fields are used for diameter measurements). Negative stain with 2% 





To assess calcium influx through the fusion pores, cellular Fluo3 fluorescence was monitored via 
spinning disk confocal microscopy. Extracellular free calcium was maintained at 5 mM, while 
intracellular calcium is on the order of < 200 nM56. Fusion between a NLP docked to a number 
of HA trimers and the plasma membrane results in a pore that connects the extracellular medium 
with the cytosol, allowing calcium-influx into the cytosol and a rise in Fluo3 fluorescence. 
Fusion was triggered by the addition of isotonic low-pH buffer to the culture dish, which 
acidified the medium to pH ~5.0 (neutral / low-pH buffer ratios were determined in separate 
experiments where buffers were mixed and the pH was directly monitored with a pH-meter).  
We found that addition of low-pH buffer to the media resulted in some cellular Fluo3 
fluorescence increase regardless of whether cells expressed HA or not and independent of the 
presence of NLPs or trypsin treatment, even in the presence of channel blockers. However, when 
we used trypsin-treated HAb2 cells expressing WT HA bound with NLPs, the addition of low pH 













Figure 5. Single-cell optical assay reports HA-mediated membrane fusion.  (A) Fluorescent NLPs bound to 
single HAb2 cells imaged via fluorescent confocal microscopy. Fresh NLP reconstitutions appear to show more 
uniform coverage with smaller puncta (top panels, Z-stacks, scale = 10 μm) than NLPs which were frozen and 
thawed (bottom panels, Z-stacks) (B) Single-cell +NLP/+TRP/low-pH timecourse w/ increasing Fluo3AM 







These novel, single-cell optical experiments indicate that HA-expressing cells fuse efficiently 
and specifically with GD1a NLPs, in a trypsin and pH dependent manner. Although relatively 
easy to implement and robust, these experiments unfortunately do not provide information about 
























Detection of single, flickering viral fusion pores connecting nanodiscs to HA-expressing 
cells 
While the metastable, nanometer-sized fusion pore is a crucial intermediate in membrane fusion 
reactions, isolating individual pores using reconstituted, biochemically-controllable systems has 
proven challenging. To detect currents passing through single, HA-mediated viral fusion pores, 
we adapted a method that was used previously to study SNARE-mediated fusion pores using 
cells expressing SNARE proteins and lipid bilayer nanolipoprotein particle nanodiscs 
(NLPs)48,57. Critically, NLPs differ from vesicles in that they are open structures – fusion of a 
NLP with the plasma membrane establishes a direct connection between the extracellular 
solution and the cytoplasm of the cell, enabling direct-current measurements capable of reporting 
pore size with sub-millisecond time resolution48. HA-expressing 3T3 fibroblasts (HAb2 cells) or 
transiently transfected 3T3 fibroblasts expressing HA mutants on their surface were 
proteolytically primed via trypsin treatment, then ganglioside GD1a-containing NLPs were 
bound to cells. NLP-bound HA-expressing cells were patched in the cell-attached configuration 
(Figure 6A,B) with a pipette containing ~1 μl neutral (pH 7.4) buffer, overlaid with ~3 μl pH 3.9 
buffer. Upon complete mixing, the final pH should be 5.0, based on separate experiments in 
which different proportions of these two solutions in larger amounts were mixed and the pH was 
directly monitored with a pH-meter.   
To assess the kinetics of the pH change at the cell membrane surface (patched in the cell-
attached configuration), we filled a pipette with a neutral solution (1 µl) and overlaid a low pH 
solution (3 µl). We included the fluorescent dye carboxyfluorescein (2 mM) in both layers (see 
supplementary Figure S2). Carboxyfluorescein fluorescence is pH-sensitive58 and may be used as 
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an acidification signal. We found that after a ~5-7 minutes lag time (323.3 ± 115.8 s mean ± 
S.D., n = 3 trials), a rapid (~20s), step-like decrease in fluorescence occurs at the pipette tip. We 
assume the acidification of the solution at the pipette tip will follow a similar time course in the 
actual experiments. After filling the pipette with the overlaid solutions, the total time spent for 
mounting the pipette onto the amplifier head, lowering the pipette, establishing a giga-ohm seal 
on a cell, and recording a stable baseline under voltage clamp (30 mV across the patch) is 
typically ~3 minutes. Thus, we expect acidification should occur ~2-4 minutes after we establish 
a stable baseline recording of patch currents, and that the drop to pH 5.0 should occur relatively 
rapidly (~20 s).   
Kinetics of membrane fusion induced by HA depends on the pH applied (lower pH induces 
faster response) and the extent of activation by trypsin. For trypsin HA activation protocols 
similar to ours and at pH 5.0, the delay time from acidification (i.e. pH drop) to first fusion pore 
was ~270 s for fusion of 10-15 HAb2 cells deposited on a BLM38. For ~300 docked influenza 
particles fusing with planar bilayer supported on a glass coverslip, the mean delay from 
acidification to the first fusion was ~35 s59. With the expected pH drop occurring ~2-4 minutes 
after the start of current recordings, (~3,000 – 4,000 docked NLPs, considering a patch ~1.8 μm2) 
we thus anticipated to start seeing fusion events (currents passing through the fusion pores) a few 
minutes later. We therefore expected ~13 minutes total recording time to be sufficient for the 
induction of fusion with at least a few NLPs. As we will see below, the actual frequency was 
somewhat lower (1.16 events/patch).  
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Fusion events were detected as current “bursts”. During a burst, rapidly fluctuating currents often 
returned to baseline multiple times, in other words, pores flickered (Figure 6C). To exclude 
small, short-lived pores that might result from processes other than HA-mediated fusion, events 
where |𝐼| > 2.0 pA for at least 250 ms were accepted as fusion pore bursts. Current bursts were 
well-separated in time, with > ~3 minutes between bursts on average. In WT HA-expressing 
HAb2 cells, we find that bursts of current fluctuate (Figure 6C) and last 2.1 ± 0.5 s (mean ± 
S.E.M.) (Figure 6D). Fluctuations about the mean open-pore currents exceeded baseline root-
mean-square noise by 19.3 ± 3.1 fold (mean ± S.E.M.), that is, they are unlikely to be due to 
noise. Instead they may possibly reflect fluctuations in lipidic pore geometry. Pores flickered 
open and closed 5.14 ± 1.14 times (mean ± S.E.M.) during a burst. Flicker numbers are 
distributed geometrically, similarly to single channels making discrete transitions between open, 
transiently shut and closed states60, pore open lifetimes during a burst are distributed 
exponentially (Figure 6D). Pore open probability (the fraction of time a pore was in the open 
state during a burst) was Po = 0.73 ± 0.06 (mean ± S.E.M.), i.e. WT HA-mediated pores are open 
73% or the time during a burst. This degree of pore openness means that, energetically, it is 
unlikely that the pore is disintegrating and re-forming – it is more probable that the pore 







Figure 6. Detection of single HA-mediated fusion pores was accomplished via electrical recordings.  (A) Light 
micrograph of patched HAb2 cell. Blowup: schematic of patched, voltage-clamped HA-expressing cell with 
bound NLPs & fusion pore - a direct ionic conduction pathway between cytosol and pipette. (B) Schematic 
showing trans HA2 hairpins bridging NLP and PM, cis hairpins diffusing away and maximum fusion pore size 
allowed by ApoE4 scaffold. HA1 domains omitted for clarity. (C) Example of a WT HA fusion pore current burst. 
(D) WT fusion pore To and Nflicker distributions. 
 
To ensure that fusion pores detected during electrical recordings are HA-mediated, we patched 
HA-expressing cells without bound NDs and without overlaying low-pH buffer. In both 
instances pore occurrence (fusion events/sec) was reduced (Figure 7). Cells expressing GPI HA 
mutant, where the TMDs are replaced by a GPI lipid anchor46,61, in contrast, nucleated pores at 





Figure 7. HA-induced fusion pores are triggered by low pH. GPI-lipid anchor reduces fusion rate to less than 
0.5x WT. Pores/s was calculated for every cell, then the average was taken. Standard error of mean was 
calculated as standard dev. / √𝒏 𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍. Welch’s t-test was performed compared to WT. 
 
WT open-pore conductances were broadly distributed, 〈𝐺𝑝𝑜〉 = 326.0 ± 65.9 pS (mean ± S.E.M.) 
(Figure 8A). The pore radii, estimated assuming the pore is a cylinder of length 15 nm42,43 were 
~0.2 – 2.5 nm (〈𝑟𝑝𝑜〉 = 0.84 ± 0.08 nm) (Figure 8B); smaller than the maximum pore size of radii 
~4.5 nm that could be geometrically accommodated by the ~23 nm ApoE4 NLP (Figure 6B). 
Figure 8. Fusion pore conductance (and corresponding estimated radii) histograms were constructed from single 
pore data. All points, concatenated WT HA fusion pore conductance (A) and rpo histogram (B). All points, 




Comparison of pores induced by wild-type and GPI-anchored HA 
In order to explore the role WT HA TMDs play in the putative expansion of HA-mediated fusion 
pores, we transiently expressed GPI-anchored HA in 3T3 fibroblast cells, patched them and 
recorded low-pH triggered, HA-mediated fusion pore current bursts. GPI HA-mediated fusion 
pores detected during our electrophysiological recordings nucleate at less than ~0.5x the 
frequency of WT. Conductances for GPI-HA pores were broadly distributed, 〈𝐺𝑝𝑜〉 = 306.2 ± 
34.3 pS (mean ± S.E.M.) (all points, concatenated conductances, Figure 8C) corresponding to an 
estimated radius42,43 〈𝑅𝑝𝑜〉 = 0.86 ± 0.5 nm (Figure 8D). More WT and GPI-HA current bursts 
are plotted in Supplementary Figure S3. A major issue with our experimental approach – 
potentially due to the properties of HA itself or due to our passive acidification technique – was 
the extremely low fusion rate for WT and GPI-HA cells. WT cells had a fusion rate of 4.55 ×
10−3 ± 1.96 × 10−3  bursts/s (mean ± S.E.M.) fusion pore current bursts/s, compared to 1.68 ×
10−3 ± 8.16 × 10−4  bursts/s (mean ± S.E.M.) for GPI-HA cells.  (Figure 7). The acidification 
control, in which the cells were not bound with NLPs had a fusion rate of  2.84 × 10−4  ± 
2.84 × 10−4  bursts/s (mean ± S.E.M.). WT and -NLP, + acidification control fusion rates were 
significantly different (Welch’s t-test, p = 0.0455). The NLP control, in which the cells were 
bound with NLPs but not acidified, had a fusion rate of  1.41 × 10−3  ±  1.17 × 10−3  bursts/s 
(mean ± S.E.M.) (Figure 7). We found that more than 60% of cells had 0 events for both WT and 
GPI-HA (Figure 9A). A comparison of mean single pore conductances showed no significant 
difference between WT and GPI-HA (Figure 9B). GPI-HA pores were open for 5.0 ± 1.1 s 
(mean ± S.E.M.). WT pores appear to have shorter open times than GPI-HA (Figure 9C), 
although statistical comparison is complicated by the closeness of GPI-HA pore fusion rate to 
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background rate (Figure 7). In contrast to earlier reports, GPI-HA pores flickered open and 
closed 6.50 ± 0.96 times (mean ± S.E.M.), comparable to WT. Pore open probability was higher 
than WT, with Po = 0.82 ± 0.03 (mean ± S.E.M). We found that mean cumulative charge passing 
through pores was larger for GPI-HA than for WT, Qinf  = -21.18 ± 4.95 pC (mean ± S.E.M ) for 
GPI-HA vs. Qinf  = -7.18 ± 2.23 pC (mean ± S.E.M )  (Figure 9D). 
Figure 9. Statistical comparison of WT and GPI-HA fusion pores shows greater mean cumulative charge passing 
through GPI-HA pores. (A) Distribution of fusion rates for individual cells. (B) CDF of average conductance for 
all WT and GPI-HA pores.  (C) Distribution of burst durations for individual pores. (D) Mean cumulative charge 




We found that the most likely pore size (corresponding to the lowest energy state) for GPI-HA is 
larger than for WT (Figure 10), and that there appears to be greater resistance for pore dilation 
for GPI-HA for pore radii larger than ~1 nm (Figure 10).  
Figure 10. Energy profiles for WT and GPI-HA fusion pores show that while GPI-HA pores stabilize at larger 
sizes, they are energetically unlikely to dilate. Fusion pore size calculated based on averaged Gpo PDFs, for 
details see Methods section. 
 
This is not inconsistent with previous findings: while GPI-HA pores stabilize larger initial 
conductances than for WT, they are not able to dilate46. However, in our experiments GPI-HA 
fusion rate is very near that of controls and difficult to distinguish statistically, so the differences 






HAb2 cells and mutant HA-expressing 3T3 cells 
HAb2 cells (a generous gift of Dr. Judy White, University of Virginia) and transiently 
transfected 3T3 HA-expressing cells were cultured as described62,63. Cells were maintained in 
DMEM (4500 mg/L glucose, L-glutamine, sodium pyruvate and sodium bicarbonate) and 10 % 
(v/v) fetal calf serum at 37ºC. A new aliquot of cryopreserved HAb2 cells was thawed after at 
most three weeks of cell culture. 
Cells expressing mutant HA proteins were generated by transient transfection of 3T3 fibroblasts 
with HA expression plasmids (6-10 μg plasmid/25cm dish) using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent 
(Thermo Fisher), followed by G418 antibiotic selection. Transfected cells were used at most two 
weeks’ post-selection. Cell surface expression of HA was compared to known quantities of X31 
viral HA (Charles River Laboratories) quantitated via western blotting (-HA1 antibody, 
Thermo Fisher) using a protocol developed in the Karatekin lab to  quantitate cellular SNARE 
expression48. See Supplementary Figure S1. 
In preparation for optical or electrophysiological fusion assays, cells were grown 2-3 days on 35 
mm poly-lysine coated glass-bottom dishes (Mat-Tek) to ~70-80% confluency. To 
proteolytically cleave HA0 into fusogenic HA1-HA2, cells were treated with 1 μg/ml trypsin 
(TPCK, Sigma) for 15 minutes at RT. Trypsin was quenched using soybean trypsin inhibitor 
(SBTI) in excess and cells allowed to recover for 30-120 minutes at 37ºC. After rinsing 3x with 
PBS, 25 μl of fresh (1-3 days old) NLPs diluted in 1 ml PBS were added. Cells, on ice, were then 
incubated with NLPs for 10 minutes at 4ºC with gentle agitation. Unbound NLPs were rinsed 
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away (2x with PBS); cells were then incubated with the appropriate buffer for imaging or 
electrophysiology.  
Plasmids, protein expression and purification 
Cell-surface expression of HA mutants 
Plasmid pCB6-BHAPI (to express GPI-anchored HA) was kindly provided by Dr. Judy White. 
Plasmid pSMHAX:31:I173E (to express I173E mutant HA) and pSMHAX:31 (to express WT 
HA) were kindly provided by Dr. Fredric Cohen, Rush University. 
ApoE422K construct for NLPs 
Plasmid pET32a-Trx-His6X-ApoE422K to express the N-terminal 22 kDa fragment of 
apolipoprotein E4 (residues 1-199) was kindly provided by Dr. Oscar Bello from the laboratory 
of Prof. James Rothman, Yale University. ApoE422K was expressed and purified as previously 
described with the following modifications: The His6-ApoE422K was cleaved off the Ni-NTA 
beads (Qiagen) using 100U of Thrombin at 4 °C overnight. The protein was eluted in 25 mM 
HEPES, 140 KCl, pH 7.4 buffer containing 1% octylglucoside (OG), and was functional up to 4 
weeks when stored at 4°C. Protein concentrations were determined using the Bradford assay 
(Bio-Rad) with bovine serum albumin as standard. 
Characterization of nanolipoprotein particles (NLP) 
Nanolipoprotein particles containing influenza receptor GD1a were produced using a modified 
version of the established protocol to generate nanodiscs49. Briefly, a palmitoyl-2-
oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC): 1,2-dioleoyl phosphatidylserine 
(DOPS):cholesterol:ganglioside GD1a:lissamine-rhodamine phosphatidylethanolamine (LRPE) 
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= 66:15:15:2:2 molar ratio lipid mixture (Avanti Polar Lipids, GD1a was purchased from Santa 
Cruz Biotechnologies) was dried under nitrogen flow, followed by vacuum for 1 hour. The lipid 
film was re-suspended in 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 140 mM KCl, buffer with 1% OG. The 
mixture was vortexed at room temperature (RT) for 1 hour followed by the addition of 
ApoE422K (1:180 protein:lipid molar ratio) and vortexed another hour at RT. The excess 
detergent was removed using SM-2 bio-beads (Bio-Rad) overnight at 4°C with constant mixing. 
The assembled NLPs were separated from free proteins and lipids via gel filtration on a Superose 
6 column (GE Healthcare). Samples were concentrated using Amicon Ultra (50 KDa cutoff) 
centrifugal filter units, and analyzed by SDS-PAGE with Sypro Orange staining.  
The size distribution of the NLPs was determined using transmission electron microscopy. To do 
this, the NLP discs were diluted (1:50) and mounted onto carbon-coated 400 mesh copper 
electron microscopy grids and negatively stained with 2 % uranyl acetate (w/v) solution, and 
subsequently examined in an FEI Tecnai-12 electron microscope operated at 120 kV. 
Micrographs of the specimen were taken on a Gatan Ultrascan 4000 CCD camera at a 
magnification of 42,000. The size of the NLP discs with 1:180 ApoE422K: lipid ratio was 
typically 23 ± 4 nm (100-200 NLP discs analyzed).  
Ca2+ influx optical fusion assay 
HA-expressing cells were trypsin treated as described above. After ~45 minutes’ recovery, cells 
were rinsed 2x with PBS and treated with 7 μM Fluo3 AM dye in DMSO (Thermo Fisher) for 45 
minutes at RT. From this point on cells were protected from light. Cells were rinsed 2x with PBS 
and allowed to further recover for 10 minutes. Cells were then incubated with NLPs (~25μL in 
1mL PBS, water bath sonicated for ~1 minute to mitigate aggregation) on ice for 15 minutes. 
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PBS was exchanged for 800 μL of Buffer IB++ (“Image Buffer”, 155mM NMDG, 5mM CaCl2, 
2mM MgCl2, 2mM Cs*HEPES pH 7.5). Cells were visualized using a spinning disk confocal 
microscope (Nikon TiE inverted, 40x oil obj.). 120 μL of isotonic Buffer IB++ pH 2.5 (acidified 
using 10N citric acid) was gently pipetted into the open dish as a pH trigger to HA-mediated 
membrane fusion between bound NLPs and HA-expressing cells. Fields of ~100 cells were 
chosen for observation over 15 minutes’ post pH pulse. The addition of low-pH buffer to the 
media resulted in some cellular Fluo3 fluorescence increase regardless of whether cells 
expressed HA or not and independent of the presence of NLPs or trypsin treatment, even in the 
presence of channel blockers. We theorized that this increase in fluorescence, characterized by a 
“fast component” – an initial spike in fluorescence following application of low-pH buffer, 
which rose rapidly and fell to a stable value ~1/2 that of the peak within ~30s (this response was 
observed in both HA expressing and naïve cells) followed by a “slow component”  (an increase 
in fluorescence over several minutes, this response was significantly greater for HA expressing 
cells) was indicative of a mixture of a fast channel-based response to acid and (slower), bona fide 
membrane fusion. To reduce nonspecific, low pH-induced Ca2+ currents and isolate a signal 
corresponding to bona fide membrane fusion, we used a calcium imaging buffer containing Cs+ 
(a K+ channel blocker) and NMDG (a non-specific channel blocker), for both neutral and low-pH 
buffers. The addition of these agents to the buffer eliminated the “fast component” of 
fluorescence response to acid-induced cellular Ca2+ currents. Increase in individual cell 
fluorescence intensity due to Ca++ influx through PM pores and binding of Fluo3 AM was 




Single pore conductance measurements 
3T3 fibroblasts expressing HA (stably, as with HAb2 cells, or via transient transfection) were 
cultured in 35mm poly-lysine glass-bottom dishes (Mat-Tek). Cells were rinsed 2x with PBS, 
then incubated with NLPs (~25μL in 1 mL pipette solution, water bath sonicated for ~1 minute 
to mitigate aggregation) on ice for 15 minutes. 
 For recordings, a dish was placed in a temperature controlled holder (TC-202A by Harvard 
Apparatus, or Thermo Plate by Tokai Hit) set at 37℃. Cells were visualized with an inverted 
microscope (Olympus IX71, Olympus Corp.) using an Andor DU-885K EMCCD camera 
controlled by Solis software (Andor). Recording pipettes (borosilicate glass, BF 150-86-10, 
Sutter Instruments) were pulled using a model P-1000 pipette puller (Sutter Instruments) and 
polished using a micro-forge (MF-830, Narishige).  
Pipette resistances were 5–10 MΩ in NaCl-based solution. The bathing medium contained (in 
mM): 125 NaCl, 4 KCl, 2 CaCl2 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, (pH adjusted to 7.4 using NaOH) for the 
cell-attached recordings. 10 mM glucose was added to the medium before use.  
All voltage- and current-clamp recordings were made using a HEKA EPC10 Double USB 
amplifier (HEKA Electronics, Inc.), controlled by Patchmaster software (HEKA). Currents were 
digitized at 20 kHz and filtered at 3 kHz. 
To measure HA-mediated single fusion pore currents from cells with docked NLPs in cell-
attached mode, electrodes were filled with the pipette solution composed of (in mM) 140 NaCl, 
2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl2 2 Na*HEPES adjusted to pH 7.4 using NaOH for neutral buffer and adjusted 
to pH 3.9 using citric acid for low-pH buffer. This solution had resistivity 0.60 Ohm.m, 
measured using a conductivity cell (DuraProbe, Orion Versa Star, Thermo Scientific). The 
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pipette tip was initially filled with 1 μl of neutral buffer and back-filled with 3 μl low-pH buffer. 
This allowed the establishment of a tight seal (>10 GOhm) with high success rate and recording 
a stable baseline before solution in the pipette acidified to ~pH 5.0 within ~7 min and HA-
mediated fusion events recorded. Acidification time was determined by adding 2mM 
carboxyfluorescein to 1 μl neutral buffer in a pipette, overlaying 3 μl low-pH buffer (also 
containing 2 mM carboxyfluorescein), and monitoring the step function-like low-pH-dependent 
fluorescence decrease over time via time-lapse microscopy. The pipette tip (which due to the 
practicalities of the experimental setup was exposed to air) acidifies within ~20 s after a lag time 
~5-7 minutes, 323.3 ± 115.8 s, (mean ± S.D., n = 3 trials). All cell-attached recordings were 
performed using a holding potential of -20 mV relative to bath. With a cell resting membrane 
potential of ~50mV, this provided ~30 mV driving force across the patch membrane. 
Analysis of fusion pore data 
We used a previously developed interactive graphical user interface in Matlab to help identify, 
crop and process single fusion pore currents. Traces were exported from Patchmaster (HEKA 
Electronik) to Matlab (Mathworks), low-pass filtered (280 Hz cutoff) and frequencies due to line 
voltage were removed using notch filtering. Zero phase shift digital filtering algorithms (Matlab 
Signal Processing Toolbox function filtfilt) were employed to prevent signal distortion. Filtered 
traces were averaged in blocks of 80 points (125 Hz final bandwidth) to achieve rms baseline 
noise ≲ 0.2 pA. Currents |𝐼| for which |𝐼| > 2.0 pA for at least 250 ms were accepted as fusion 
pore current bursts. During a burst, rapidly fluctuating currents often returned to baseline 
multiple times, i.e. pores flickered. To quantify pore flickering, we defined currents < −0.25 pA 
and lasting ≥ 60 ms (15 points) as open pores and currents not meeting these criteria as closed. 
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For a given burst, the number of open periods was equal to the number of flickers, 𝑁flickers. Many 
recordings with at least one fusion pore ended with what appeared to be currents from 
overlapping fusion pores. Such end-of-record currents were not analyzed, since they could also 
be attributed to a loose seal. For distributions of conductances and radii, we used pore open-state 
values, denoted by the subscript “po”. Open-pore conductance values were used point-by-point to 
estimate the open-pore radii, by approximating the pore as a right cylinder and using the 
expression 𝑟𝑝𝑜 = (𝐺𝑝𝑜ρλ/π)
1/2, where 𝜌 is the resistivity of the solution, 𝜆 =15 nm is the height 
of the cylinder, and 𝐺po is the open-pore conductance. For assessing statistical significance when 
comparing sample means, we used the two-sample t-test, or the nonparametric two-sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (ttest2 or kstest2, Matlab Statistics Toolbox). The free energy of the 
fusion pore was calculated as a function of pore radius, 𝑈(𝑟𝑝𝑜). For these calculations, we 




=  −ln (𝑃𝑟𝑝𝑜) + A, where 𝑃𝑟𝑝𝑜  is the probability that the open-pore radius has value 𝑟𝑝𝑜. A 












We developed a radically coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, computationally 
capable of reaching extraordinarily long (> 10 ms) timescales to study the behavior of HA and 
the fusion pore at the instant of fusion between two planar membranes. We were guided by goal 
of elucidating the possible stabilization of GPI-HA pores at larger sizes than WT HA-mediated 
pores, as suggested by results from our single-pore assay (see previous section), as well as in 
previously reported work which suggests that the presence or absence of the HA TMD has an 
effect on the fusion pore46. The molecular structure of the metastable fusion pore and the 
dynamics of both lipid and protein components of the pore remain challenging to probe using in-
vitro biochemical methods64. Computational approaches to modeling the fusion pore, in dialogue 
with experiments which probe its dynamics, may represent a path forward to better understand 
this important biophysical intermediate.  A major obstacle to quantitative modeling of the fusion 
pore is that the physiologically relevant timescales (ms-sec) are not addressable by atomistic or 
MARTINI approaches. The most coarse-grained (MARTINI) approach attempted to date, by Cui 
and Jackson, simulated the fusion pore on the timescale of ~2-3 μs65. The overall shape and size 
of the pore were consistent between multiple simulation runs and consistent with predictions of 
continuum models. In these simulations, a major issue was that perturbations to the fusion pore 
structure (including increasing the area of the planar bilayers, elongating the fusion pore or 
applying planar restraints to asymptotic regions of the system) indicated that complete relaxation 




The computational challenges inherent in simulating molecularly explicit fusion pores65 and 
proteins on timescales > μs therefore necessitates a radical coarse-graining (CG) approach.  
A novel coarse-grained, molecularly-explicit simulation of the fusion pore capable of reaching 
extraordinarily long (> 10 ms) timescales 
To tackle the problem of the extremely short (ns – μs) computationally accessible timescales 
possible in atomistic and MARTINI simulation approaches, we adapted and extended the 
implicit solvent CG model of Cooke and Deserno, which reproduces experimental bending 
modulus, bilayer thickness and lipid density of PC lipids, and was previously applied to study 
extraordinarily long (~ms) vesiculation and budding processes66–68.  
Each lipid was represented by a single hydrophilic head bead and three hydrophobic tail beads 







= − ∑ 𝛁𝒊𝑽𝒊𝒋(|𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒋|)
𝒋
+ 𝒇𝒊(𝒕) 
Where ri is the coordinate of bead i, t is time,  𝑽𝒊𝒋 is the potential between two beads i and j,  𝝂 is 
the frictional drag coefficient on a bead due to solvent, 𝛁𝒊𝑽𝒊𝒋(|𝒓𝒊 − 𝒓𝒋|) is the force on a bead i 
from bead-bead interactions, 𝒇𝒊(𝒕) is a random force whose strength 〈𝒇𝒊(𝒕)𝒇𝒊(𝒕′)〉 = 𝟐𝝂𝒌𝑻𝜹(𝒕 −
𝒕′),  (where T is temperature, 310 K in our simulations) is set such that the system obeys the 






Table 1: Principal model parameters – CG lipid model. 
Symbol Meaning Value 
b Lipid bead diameter 0.88 nm 
ε Depth of potential well 0.6 kT 
w Width of attractive potential 1.4 nm 
m Bead mass 𝟐. 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎𝟗 Da 
 ν Drag coefficient 10-7 pN ∙ s/μm 
D Lipid diffusivity 1 μm2/s 
Δt Timestep 0.2 ns 
T Temperature 310 K (37˚C) 
 
The lipid bead diameter, b, was chosen to reproduce the experimentally-determined bilayer 
thickness (~5 nm69). The choice of 𝛆 (the depth of the potential well) and w (the width of the 
attractive potential) were guided by the formation of stable, self-assembling fluid-phase lipid 
bilayers70.  In our CG simulations, we model single-component lipid bilayers consisting of 1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC). To set the lipid type to DOPC, we set the ratio of 
head-tail bead sizes (bhead = 0.95btail) to the experimentally-determined lipid packing 
parameter71,72. The lipids in our simulations were uncharged. 
To determine 𝝂 and m, we set 𝛎 𝒎⁄ = 𝛕−𝟏, where 𝛕 = 𝐛√𝒎 𝛆⁄  66,67. Following Cooke et. al, we 
defined the timestep, ∆𝐭 = 0.005 𝛕. We then measured lipid diffusion, 𝑫𝒔𝒊𝒎
𝒍𝒊𝒑𝒊𝒅







= 1 μm2/s 73 to determine τ and therefore ∆𝐭, 𝝂 






Within a lipid, inter-bead bonds are finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) springs: 




𝟐 𝐥𝐨𝐠[𝟏 − (𝐫/𝒓∞)] 
Where, following Cooke et. al., bond stiffness 𝒌𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 = 23.2 kT nm
2⁄  and divergence length 
𝒓𝒊𝒏𝒇 = 1.32 nm
66,67. To prevent collapse of CG lipids into globules, lipids were stiffened by a 





𝟐, where 𝒌𝒃𝒆𝒏𝒅 = 23.2 kT nm
2⁄  . 
Non-bonded potentials 
A shifted Lennard-Jones potential represents repulsive bead-bead interactions for all beads: 










] ,        𝒓 < 𝒓𝒄 = 2
1/6b 
An attractive cosine potential, only between tail beads represents the hydrophobic effect66,67: 




] ,        𝒓𝒄 ≤ 𝒓 ≤ 𝒓𝒄 + 𝒘  
(see Figure 11B). Simulations were performed in the canonical ensemble (NVT, T = 310 K) with 







Figure 11. The Cooke-Deserno model radically coarse-grains lipid molecules and fusion pores. (A) Schematic 
showing CG representation of a single lipid molecule (e.g. DOPC) (B) Shifted Lennard-Jones repulsive potential 
and attractive cosine potential used in the model; we set potential depth ε = 0.6 kT and attractive potential decay 
range, w = 1.4 nm. (C) CG fusion pore initial condition, with initial pore diameter, dpore, planar bilayer length, l, 
and planar bilayer separation, h, indicated. 
 
We modeled a fusion pore connecting two planar bilayers, with an initial pore diameter, dpore, an 
initial bilayer separation (distance between lipid heads of proximal planar leaflets), h, and 
lengths lx = ly of square, planar bilayers, as an initial condition (Figure 11C). The typical system 
size, ~50 nm (corresponding to ~8,000 lipids), was large enough (in theory) to simulate fusion 
pores with experimentally observed/estimated sizes (𝒅𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐞 ~1.0 –10 nm
48,57,63,74) and up to ~30 
HA viral hairpins, while small enough to remain computationally tractable. Initial conditions 
were typically warmed up for ~3 − 4 ×  106 steps (2 - 4 ps timestep). Production simulations 
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were run using a 0.2 ns timestep. All simulations were run using the MD software package 
HOOMD-Blue75–77, version 1.3.3 on an NVidia K40 Graphics Processor Unit (GPU, consisting 
of 2,880 CUDA cores) on Columbia University’s Yeti Cluster. S. Thiyagarajan, in the 
O’Shaughnessy lab, ported the lipid simulation framework from the ESPResSo78 MD software 
package (which is limited to running on CPUs) to the GPU-optimized HOOMD-Blue MD 
package76,77, and ported to Python the fusion pore initial condition setup script, based upon a C 
program written by Dr. Jie Zhu, formerly of the O’Shaughnessy and Rothman groups. The 
author conceived the structure-guided HA viral hairpin coarse-graining procedure (see next 
section) and wrote the Python program which produced the model and created initial conditions 
where HA viral hairpins were complexed with the fusion pore. The author ran and analyzed all 
HA viral hairpin / fusion pore simulations. HOOMD-Blue is written in GPU-optimized C++; 
parameter files written in Python were used as an interface to set up and run simulations. Initial 
conditions, including bead coordinates, bead types, and bonds were specified in XML files. 
Simulation trajectories were visualized using VMD79. Typically, simulation production runs 
yielded 2-3 ms/day (1.0 − 1.5 ×  107 timesteps).  Fusion pore cross-sectional area (the smallest, 
limiting area of a toroidal pore) was determined by projecting head beads into the xy plane 
(Figure 11C) and measuring the area of the circular void space in the projection (work of S. 
Thiyagarajan, O’Shaughnessy lab). The average distance between the proximal leaflets of the 
fusion pore planar bilayers (fusion pore planar bilayer separation, hpore) for simulation runs was 
estimated using k-means clustering (kmeans function, Matlab) of the z-positions of lipid head 
beads belonging to planar lipid bilayers. The difference between k-means cluster centroids of the 
two proximal leaflet lipid head bead populations was taken as average bilayer separation.  
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Systematic, structure-guided coarse-graining of the HA viral hairpin 
To date, the most coarse-grained model of HA produced was of the pre-fusion HA trimer using 
the MARTINI framework. In this study, Parton and co-workers complexed a CG HA trimer 
model with simulated lipid bilayers and studied the formation of lipid raft-like entities, enriched 
in saturated phospholipids and cholesterol, within clusters of up to 10 prefusion HA trimers on 
the timescale of up to ~10 μs80.  While atomistic simulations of the post-fusion HA hairpin have 
elucidated important aspects of protein folding and dynamics on the ~ns timescale81, we are 
unaware of any CG model of the post-fusion HA viral hairpin, alone or complexed with lipid 
bilayers. The HA viral hairpin CG modeling was systematic and incorporated key properties of 
the hemagglutinin HA2 trimer from x-ray crystal structures24,25, including the dimensions and 
surface charge of the trimer at the pH of membrane fusion (pH 5.0). The level of coarse-graining 
was consistent with that of the CG lipids. In our CG model of the HA2 trimer, the central alpha 
helix24 (which participates in the trimeric coiled coil motif of the hairpin), the polyproline type-II 
helix “leash” subdomain25, helix 112-129 helix 146-155, transmembrane domain (TMD) and 
fusion peptide (Figure 12) were represented explicitly as strands of beads (Figure 13A, see 








Figure 12. Structural details of the HA2 domain of hemagglutinin; monomer shown for clarity. 
 
Each alpha helix bead represents one turn of an alpha helix (for the central coiled coil, each turn 
corresponds to one of the alpha helical heptad repeats, see Figure 12), comprising ~4 amino acid 
residues, while each leash bead comprises ~2 residues. The program Bendix82 was used to 
extract the 3d coordinates of the helix axes83 of the trimer from the pH 5.0, “post-fusion” crystal 
structure (PDB ID: 1QU1) along which bead centers were placed. The size of the alpha helix 
bead (~0.6 nm) and leash (~0.3 nm) were chosen to match the dimensions of the crystal structure 
measured using PyMOL84. The hydrophobic or hydrophilic character of CG hairpin beads were 
represented by the presence or absence, respectively, of the attractive cosine potential, as with 







Table 2: Principal model parameters – CG HA viral hairpin model. 
Symbol Meaning Value 
balpha helix Alpha-helix bead diameter 0.6 nm 
bleash Leash domain bead diameter 0.3 nm 
bTMD, hydrophobic TMD bead diameter (hydrophobic segment) 1.0 nm 
bTMD, hydrophilic TMD bead diameter (hydrophilic “staple”) 0.6 nm 
bfusion peptide Fusion peptide bead diameter 0.6 nm 
εlipid, TMD Lipid tail-TMD interaction energy   83 kT 
εlipid, fusion peptide  Lipid tail-fusion peptide interaction energy  47 kT 
εTMD-TMD TMD-TMD interaction energy  10 kT 
εfusion peptide-fusion peptide Fusion peptide-fusion peptide interaction energy 3 kT 
εTMD-fusion peptide TMD-fusion peptide interaction energy 10 kT 
D HA viral hairpin diffusivity, membrane ~0.1 - 0.3 μm
2/s 
 
The summed interaction energy of lipid tail beads with the TMD and fusion peptide beads were 
set to give the estimated membrane pullout energies, εlipid, TMD and εlipid, fusion peptide respectively, 
while interaction energies between TMDs and fusion peptides were calculated via the force-
matching technique from atomistic simulations (in the case of TMD-TMD interaction) or taken 
from experiment (see next section). The interaction energy between HA viral hairpins was 
calculated by summing the interactions of all beads with one another. Two HA hairpin beads 
interact via a hard core, shifted-LJ potential for center-to-center separations less than the bead 
diameter (identically to lipids) and electrostatically for larger separations. Beads of the solvent-
exposed central helices, helices 112-129, 146-155 and leash are assigned a charge, the net charge 
of their constituent residues at pH 5.0 determined using the programs PDB2PQR85,86 and APBS87 
(see Supplementary Table S1). At a bead-bead separation 𝒅, the interaction energy of two beads 
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and 𝜆𝐷 = 0.8 nm (adapted from 
88, in press). This expression is the double-layer interaction 
energy in aqueous solution, taking the charge on each bead to be uniformly distributed on the 
bead surface. The interaction parameter 𝑍HA2 for each pair of beads is determined as the 
geometric average of the values calculated for bead pairs of similar charge. 
Coarse-graining the HA2 fusion peptide and transmembrane domains 
We set out to integrate information from structural studies and atomistic MD simulations to 
produce CG models of the crucial, membrane-interacting TMD and fusion peptide domains of 
HA. A number of structural conformers determined by NMR for the HA fusion peptide have 
been reported89–91. In contrast, no NMR or crystal structures exist for the HA TMD, although 
protein sequence analysis and biophysical characterization predict that the WT HA TMD is a 
canonical single-pass integral membrane alpha helix92. The size of the fusion peptide and TMD 
beads were chosen to reflect the approximate dimensions of ideal alpha helices, including side 
chains, modeled using TMD and fusion peptide amino acid primary sequences84. The HA TMD 
was modeled as a rigid cylinder of four 1 nm hydrophobic beads capped at each end by a 0.6 nm 
hydrophilic bead (Figure 13A).  
While NMR studies have yielded a number of highly kinked, flexible structural conformers for 
the HA fusion peptide, these were obtained using DPC micelles, which do not necessarily 
replicate the physicochemical environment of the planar target membrane89–91. Atomistic 
simulations of the influenza HA fusion peptide in lipid bilayers showed that the kinked, flexible 
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structures derived from NMR studies of HA fusion peptide in micelles lose memory of the initial 
structure on the timescale of ~100 ns and straightens out into a “boomerang”93–95. Similarly, 
MARTINI coarse-grained simulations of the fusion peptide in lipid bilayers showed that over 
~μs, WT fusion peptide converts to a ~160 degree boomerang96. W14A and E11A fusion peptide 
mutants, which stabilized a severe ~90˚ “kink” near the middle of the FP sequence led to no 
fusion or dead-end hemifusion, respectively, in HA-cell:RBC fusion assays97.  We therefore 
based the overall shape of the CG fusion peptide on the “boomerang” structure obtained from 
atomistic MD simulations. The HA fusion peptide was modeled as a rigid, slightly kinked (160°) 
chain of five 0.6 nm beads, whose hydrophobic (black beads, Figure 13A) or hydrophilic (gray 
beads, Figure 13A) character was based on the fusion peptide sequence hydrophobicity. 
Figure 13.The CG model of the HA viral hairpin was complexed with fusion pore system initial condition. (A) CG 
model of the trans HA2 viral hairpin. (B) Multiple copies of CG HA2 hairpins may be complexed with a fusion 
pore initial condition. 
 
The attractive lipid tail hydrophobic energy well depth for each hydrophobic bead of the fusion 
peptide and TMD were chosen such that the sum of their energies was equal to the total 
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membrane pullout energies (εlipid, TMD  ~83 kT and  εlipid, fusion peptide ~47 kT), which were 
estimated by summing hydrophobic transfer energies for each residue98 (see Table 2 and 
Supplementary Table S2). These values were close to the experimentally measured value of ~75 
kT for the WALP transmembrane peptide99. The HA TMD-TMD interaction energy, εTMD-TMD 
~10 kT (work of Dr. A. Polley, O’Shaughnessy lab, Supplementary Figure S4) was determined 
by the “force matching” technique obtained using atomistic simulations of two interacting HA 
TMDs in a DOPC planar bilayer100,101. Briefly, the all-atom simulation and energy calculation 
was carried out in three steps by Dr. A. Polley: (1) A lipid bilayer initial condition in a periodic 
box lx = ly = 12.0 nm, lz = 8.6 nm was generated using CHARMM-GUI
102. For simplicity and to 
match our all-DOPC CG membranes an all-DOPC bilayer consisting of 256 lipids, hydrated with 
12,800 water molecules was used. The CHARMM-36103 force field was used with the 
GROMACS MD104 package with time step of 2 fs. Energy minimization on the bilayer was 
performed using the steepest descent algorithm. After energy minimization, the simulation was 
run for 100 ns in the NPT (T = 310K, P = 1 atm) ensemble using Berendsen thermostat, 
Berendsen barostat and Parrinello-Rahman barostat with semi-isotropic pressure coupling with 
compressibility 4.5 × 10−5𝑏𝑎𝑟−1 to obtain an equilibrated membrane. (2) The HA TMD 
structure was constructed from the X31 HA primary sequence using VMD79 and energy-
minimized using GROMACS 5.0.1 104. Two copies of the TMD were then inserted into the 
bilayer, overlapping lipids were removed, and the simulation was performed with position 
restraints on the TMD for 10 ns in the NPT ensemble using the Berendsen thermostat and 
Berendsen barostat. The simulation was then run for 200 ns in NPT ensemble using the 
Parrinello-Rahman barostat to obtain an equilibrated membrane patch with two HA TMDs. 
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Finally, (3) umbrella sampling with 24 initial configuration windows (center-of-mass gap 
between TMDs 1.393 nm to 3.798 nm, roughly 0.1 nm/frame) was performed by pulling (pull 
force k = 1,000 
𝑘𝐽
𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑛𝑚2
, pull rate 0.01 nm/ps) TMDs apart from one another (+/- x direction). 
Each window was simulated for 50 ns; umbrella histogram data were analyzed using weighted 
histogram analysis method (WHAM)105 to calculate the TMD-TMD interaction energy (see 
Figure S4) ~10 kT. 
The fusion peptide-fusion peptide interaction energy (εfusion peptide-fusion peptide ~3 kT) and fusion 
peptide-TMD (εTMD-fusion peptide ~10 kT) were based on values obtained experimentally106,107 via 
attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) and isothermal 
calorimetry (ITC) methods, respectively. The N- and C-terminal linker domains which connect 
the TMDs and fusion peptides to the HA viral hairpin were treated as unstructured worm-like 
chains where each residue of which contributes ~0.365 nm/residue108 to a total contour length of 
~4 nm. Diffusivity of trans and cis HA hairpin TMDs were determined to be ~0.1 - 0.3 μm2/s, 
within the range of prefusion HA trimer diffusivities determined experimentally using FRAP and 
other optical methods in HA-expressing cells53,61,109. 
Quantitating fusion pore waist exit times and trans/cis state of the HA viral hairpin 
We determined exit times from the fusion pore waist by measuring the angle relative to the 
planar bilayer of vectors connecting the first and last (N- and C-terminal) beads of the TMDs and 
fusion peptides; a rapid (< 10 μs) increase in this angle from ~0˚ to ~90˚ is taken as indicating 
hairpin exit from the fusion pore waist. Similarly, we measured the center of mass distances 
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between TMD and fusion peptide trimer bundles to determine whether hairpins were in trans 
(where TMDs and fusion peptides were found in opposite bilayers; in our system we found in 
trans the center of mass of TMD and fusion peptide trimers are separated by ~7 nm) or cis 
(where TMDs and fusion peptides are found in the same bilayer; in our system we found in cis 
the center of mass of TMD and fusion peptide trimers are separated by ~3 nm). Measurements 






















HA trimers prepared in cis at the fusion pore waist do not influence pore size and leave the 
fusion pore within ~0.1 - 0.3 ms  
While the detailed mechanism of membrane fusion by viral fusogens such as HA and cellular 
SNAREs is unknown, a common idea in the field is that fusion is coupled to the zipper-like 
assembly of “hairpin” complexes8. In the case of HA, the packing of residues of the leash 
domain into the interhelical grooves of the central trimeric coiled-coil create an antiparallel trans 
hairpin (prior to bilayer merger, i.e. when TMDs and fusion peptides are found in opposite 
bilayers) that is thought to place the viral and target membranes into close apposition prior to 
fusion25,27. Once a lipidic connection is established, the C-terminal TMDs may lie in close 
proximity to the N-terminal fusion peptide domains and interact107,110. In keeping with this 
particular picture of membrane fusion, the immediate post-fusion structure of HA2 is widely 
thought to be a cis hairpin complex which resides at the waist of the fusion pore28 (Figure 14A). 
In an effort to understand the possible effects of cis, HA trimers on fusion pore size, we placed 
up to 4 copies of our CG HA viral hairpin in cis at the waist of a CG model fusion pore (fusion 
pore diameter dpore initial = 6 nm, fusion pore planar bilayer separation hinitial = 6 nm, schematic 
Figure 14A) and ran simulations up to extraordinarily long timescales, ~10 ms (see 
Supplementary Table S3). Contrary to the picture of a stable, cis HA complex remaining at the 
fusion pore waist, we found that WT HA hairpins rapidly exit the waist (mean trimer escape time 
from three, 0.5 ms runs of N = 4 hairpin systems ~207 ± 102 μs, Figure 14B,C). These 
timescales are easily accessed by our CG approach and are far shorter than experimentally 
observable timescales. In contrast, cis HA hairpin escape times of ~100s μs lie outside currently 
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feasible timescales for atomistic (~1 μs) and MARTINI-CG (< 50 μs) modeling approaches for 
similar systems65,111.  
Figure 14.  HA trimers prepared in cis at the fusion pore waist do not significantly influence fusion pore size and 
leave the fusion pore within ~0.1 - 0.3 ms. (A) Schematic showing two WT HA viral hairpins (our CG model) in 
cis at the fusion pore waist. Red arrows indicate possible pathways of escape for the cis hairpins from the fusion 
pore waist. (B) Snapshot of N = 4 cis, waist HA hairpin simulation. All HA hairpins (cyan) have escaped the 
waist by ~200 μs. (C) Survival plots showing fusion pore exit times for three independent 0.5 ms runs (where the 
number of hairpins still residing at the fusion pore waist, Nhairpins, waist = 4). Escape times for each trimer were 
determined as mentioned in the previous section. (D) Prior to the escape of cis HA viral hairpins from the fusion 
pore waist, neither fusion pore diameter, <dpore(t)> (left panel) nor fusion pore planar bilayer separation 
<hpore(t)> (right panel) were significantly different from an initial dpore = 6 nm protein-free fusion pore (NS, 
Welch’s t-test compared to protein free). 
 
We found that the presence of HA viral hairpins in cis at the fusion pore waist had no effect on 
the size of the fusion pore. For three independent simulations with four cis hairpins, prior to the 
escape of all four hairpins, we found pore diameter <dpore cis waist (t)> = 7.59 ± 1.82 nm, 8.16 ± 
1.33 nm and 8.46 ± 1.47 nm compared to a protein-free fusion pore <dpore protein-free (t)> = 7.64 ± 
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2.39 nm (Figure 14D ,left panel). Similarly, fusion pore planar bilayer separation (<hpore cis waist  
(t) > = 7.26 ± 0.23 nm, 7.27 ± 0.23 nm and 7.30 ± 0.36 nm compared to protein-free fusion pore 
planar bilayer separation (<hpore protein-free (t) > = 7.16 ± 1.03 nm) was unaffected by the presence 
of hairpins in cis at the fusion pore waist, i.e. was not significantly different than protein-free 























Fusion pores in the presence of WT HA trimers in trans have ~2-fold smaller areas than 
protein-free fusion pores   
As a result of our findings that cis WT HA trimers rapidly escape the fusion pore and, at least in 
our simulations, do not exert an influence on pore size at the waist, we sought to explore 
alternative scenarios to that of post-fusion, cis hairpins that reside at the fusion pore waist. An 
unresolved problem for the hypothesis that the zippering of the HA viral hairpin is directly 
coupled to membrane fusion via mechanical coupling of HA to the membranes are the presence 
of the extended, unstructured hydrophilic 10 and 13AA N- and C-terminal linker domains (LDs) 
that tether the HA hairpin to the fusion peptide and TMDs25,108. Mechanical coupling models 
proposed for SNAREpins112,113 require stiff, structured LDs to funnel some of the ~65 kT 
SNAREpin zippering energy114 into deforming and ultimately fusing membranes; current 
mechanical coupling models for viral membrane fusion27,115 are conceptually similar, although 
the zippering energy landscape is known only for HIV gp41116. Therefore, the structure of the 
HA2 hairpin, which terminates at the membrane-proximal end in an annular N-cap structure25 
which places the unstructured N- and C-terminal linkers in close proximity, appears to support 
an alternative hypothesis (conceived and applied to SNARE-mediated fusion88) that the energy 
of zippering may in fact dissipate as heat rather than transmit through the LDs into the 
membrane. Fusion itself may proceed through collective entropic effects of multiple fusion 
proteins rather than via mechanical coupling88.  
WT HA TMDs are known to promote HA clustering51,109,117; close-packed (~10 nm HA-HA 
separation) HA clusters have been observed in viruses19,118,119, virus-like particles54 and in HA-
expressing HAb2 cells120. The interface between an ~80 nm diameter virus and endosomal 
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membranes is likely to comprise a cluster of  ~100 HA molecules contacting a target 
membrane26; a ~25 nm diameter nanodisc, as in our experiments with NLPs and HA-expressing 
cells, would contact ~7 close-packed, clustered HA trimers54. We therefore propose that at the 
instant of membrane fusion, a number trans hairpins may bridge the viral and target membranes. 
Using our CG simulation methodology, we sought to determine the effect of a cluster of trans 
HA hairpins on fusion pore size. 
We found that in our simulations, WT TMD trimers form aggregates within ~100 μs (Figure 
15A), consistent with the magnitude of their interaction energy (~10 kT) and prior experimental 
evidence for the oligomerization of HA TMDs in membranes92. Similarly, when CG WT HA 
trimers are placed in trans around a CG fusion pore, trimer hairpins aggregate via TMD-TMD 
and fusion peptide-fusion peptide interactions (Figure 15B), similar to prior MARTINI 
simulations which showed that fusion peptides in planar bilayers form 4-8mer aggregate bundles 













Figure 15. HA2 hairpin aggregation occurs via TMD-TMD and fusion peptide-fusion peptide interaction. (A) 
TMD trimer- trimer aggregation in a 47 x 47 nm simulated planar bilayer. HA TMDs shown in dark purple. (B) 
Trans, WT HA hairpins aggregate due to TMD-TMD and fusion peptide-fusion peptide interactions. 
 
 
A general technical challenge we faced in our CG simulations of the fusion pore was the 
relatively rapid (~100 μs – 1 ms) disintegration of pores via a pathway which involved the 
fluctuation of the fusion pore to extremely small sizes (d ~0.2 nm) followed by nucleation of a 
simple pore in the fusion pore waist. This simple pore then expanded through the waist and 
severed the fusion pore, leaving two unconnected planar bilayers. This issue was obviated by 
simulating protein free fusion pores with an initial dpore initial ≥ 6 nm; protein free fusion pore 
lifetimes were found to be > 10 ms. We reason that this effect is likely a consequence of the 
extreme degree of coarse-graining our approach entails. However, we found that in dpore initial = 6 
nm systems with trans HA hairpins bridging the two planar bilayers, fusion pore lifetimes were 
at maximum ~1 ms when hairpins remained in trans (Figure 16). HA hairpins in trans acted to 
constrain fusion pore planar bilayer separation hpore and fusion pore diameter dpore, and 
accelerated the disintegration of the fusion pore. We found that hairpin conversion from trans  
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cis followed by escape into the planar bilayer allowed pores to fluctuate to larger sizes for longer 
lifetimes (Figure 17). 
Figure 16. For small fusion pores (d ≤ 6 nm) HA2 hairpins which remain in trans tend to result in pore closure. 
(A) 4 trans, HA2 viral hairpin simulation, dpore initial = 6.0 nm, 0 μs and 940 μs snapshots. Pore closure occurs at 
~850 μs. (B) Pore area, nm2, 1 ms simulation. (C) Center of mass distance between TMDs and fusion peptides 
over 1 ms. 
 
Figure 17. For small fusion pores (d ≤ 6 nm) HA2 hairpins which convert from trans → cis tend to result in pore 
dilation. (A) 4 trans, HA2 viral hairpin simulation, dpore initial = 6.0 nm, 0 μs and 1000 μs snapshots. (B) Pore area, 




We aimed to study the effects of HA hairpins on fusion pore size over the longest 
computationally tractable timescales (> 10 ms). To achieve this, we found that it was necessary 
to simulate fusion pores with an initial fusion pore diameter dpore = 10 nm; all subsequent results 
refer to protein-free (see Supplementary Figure S5), trans WT HA and trans, lipid-anchored HA 
with initial dpore = 10 nm (see Supplementary Table S4).  
Guided by the ideas that (i) a ~23 nm diameter nanodisc would contact a close-packed cluster of 
7 HA trimers and (ii) the simplifying assumption that at the moment of fusion, all HA hairpins 
are in trans, we complexed 7 CG HA trans hairpins, with average separation (measured from 
center-of-mass of TMDs) = 10 nm, between the planar bilayers of an initial dpore = 10 nm fusion 
pore. We found that fusion pores tend to remain ~40-50% smaller than protein-free pores (Figure 
18A) We also found that at this density, WT trans HA hairpins could become trapped in trans 
over ~1-10 ms, although in 2 out of 3 simulation runs all 7 hairpins underwent trans  cis 
conversion within ~2 ms (Figure 18B). Trans  cis conversion appears to correlate with a rapid 
(~10 - 100s μs) increase in pore size (Figure 18A, Runs 1 and 2), while when hairpins remain in 
trans, the pore remains small for ~10 ms (<dpore(t)> = 10.2 ± 1.2 nm – 12.7 ± 1.8 nm, compared 
to protein free <dpore(t)> ~15 nm, Figure 18A, Run 3). 
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Figure 18. With 10 nm initial TMD-TMD trimer separation, trans HA2 hairpins tended to convert to cis and 
allow fusion pores to dilate. (A) Fusion pore area vs. time A(t), fusion pore + 7 trans WT HA viral hairpins. Blue 
line is protein-free fusion pore <A(t)>. (B) Survival plot, number of trans hairpins over time.   
 
We also found that when trans  cis conversion took place, hairpins tended to accumulate in the 
“viral” membrane (i.e. TMD-containing membrane) rather than in the “target” membrane (i.e. 
fusion peptide-containing membrane). This may be due to the relative ease of pulling the smaller 
fusion peptide through the fusion pore compared with the bulky TMD. 
The origin of the effect that hairpins remaining in trans have on keeping fusion pore size small 
appears to stem from TMD-TMD and fusion peptide=fusion peptide  aggregation; aggregated 
trans HA hairpins are less likely than single hairpins to undergo trans  cis conversion. To 
further investigate the effect trans aggregation had on the fusion pore, we increased the density 





Figure 19. With 7 nm initial TMD-TMD trimer separation, trans HA2 hairpins tended not to convert to cis and 
delay fusion pore dilation. (A) Fusion pore area vs. time A(t), fusion pore + 14 WT trans HA viral hairpins. Blue 
line is protein- free fusion pore <A(t)>. (B) Survival plot, number of trans hairpins over time. 
 
In these simulations, we found that pore size remained small (<dpore(t)> = 9.8 ± 1.2 nm to 11.6 ± 
1.3 nm, Figure 19A) and the majority of hairpins (11– 13 out of 14 total, Figure 19B) remain in 
trans.  
TMD-TMD and fusion peptide-fusion peptide clusters remained stable in trans (See Figure 20A, 
B) for up to ~10 ms, the longest timescales we simulated. Both densities yielded smaller pores 
than protein-free pores over the course of our 10 ms simulations (p < 0.05, Welch’s t-test) 
(Figure 20C). Overall, we found the frequency of trans → cis conversion ~3-fold higher for the 7 






Figure 20. Trans clusters of HA hairpins significantly reduce fusion pore size vs. protein-free. (A) Side view of 14 
HA viral hairpin, 7 nm separation simulation Run 3 (snapshot at ~2 ms). (B) Views of Target and Viral 
membrane over the course of 14 HA viral hairpins, 7 nm initial separation Run 3; TMDs (yellow) and fusion 
peptides (black) form stable aggregates in trans ~10 ms. (C) Comparison of <dpore(t)> for protein-free and WT 
trans HA viral hairpin 10 ms simulations. Mean ± SD is shown, Welch’s t-test was calculated compared to 
protein free. See Supplementary Table S4. 
 
One caveat that should be noted is that we found that cis hairpins in the planar region of the 
fusion pore system can act as a minimum h constraint between the two membranes – i.e. they act 
as “spacers” – and can prevent the pore from fluctuating to lower values of bilayer separation 
hpore and dpore. This observed effect on pore size, which is difficult to justify outside of our 
simulations, occurs once cis HA hairpins escape the fusion pore waist or after trans HA hairpins 
makes transition to cis and diffuse away from the fusion pore (see Supplementary Table S3). In 
reality, owing to the crowded nature of the fusion site and the likelihood that bulky HA1 subunits 
(not present in our simulation) bound to sialic acids prevent the HA2 ectodomain from freely 




Fusion pores with lipid-anchored HA in trans have areas similar to protein-free pores 
because lipid-anchored HA convert to cis after ~0.4 ms 
To address the experimentally observed differences in fusion pore size between WT and GPI-
anchored HA46, we sought to study the effect clusters of trans, lipid-anchored HA hairpins had 
on fusion pore size. Our CG model for the lipid-anchored, trans HA hairpin is identical to WT 
except that the C-terminal linkers connect to three CG lipids rather than three TMDs. While our 
lipid-anchored HA variant is not a rigorous CG model of a GPI-anchored HA hairpin (as we 
study only single-component membranes in our simulations), it reproduces (i) the unstructured 
C-terminal linker connecting the HA hairpin to a lipid anchor – in reality, GPI, in our 
simulations, the CG DOPC lipid and (ii) the approximately 3-10x greater diffusivity of GPI-HA 
compared to WT53,61. Similar to WT, we ran 7 HA hairpin, dsep initial = 10 nm, simulations (Figure 
21). 
Figure 21. Lipid-anchored HA rapidly convert from trans → cis and have no significant effect on fusion pore 
size. (A) Fusion pore area vs. time A(t), fusion pore + 7 lipid-anchored HA trans hairpins (dsep initial = 10 nm). 




In these simulations, we found that lipid-anchored HA hairpins rapidly (~100-200 μs) convert 
from trans  cis (Figure 21B), exit the pore, and that the pore is subsequently free to expand to 
sizes comparable to protein free (<dpore(t)> = 15.5 ± 1.2 nm – 15.7 ± 1.1 nm, Figure 21A). 
Unlike WT, there appears to be less of a preference for cis hairpins to reside in the viral 
membrane – while in runs 1 and 2, at the end of 10 ms, 5 hairpins were found in the viral 
membrane and 2 in the target, in run 3 all 7 hairpins were found in the target membrane. We 
found that in comparison to our two trans, WT HA viral hairpin 10 ms simulations (Figures 22A 
and B), pores initially complexed with lipid-anchored HA hairpins have sizes comparable to 




















Figure 22. Trans HA2 hairpins significantly reduce fusion pore size vs. protein-free and fusion pores complexed 
with lipid-anchored HA2 hairpins. (A) Top panel – 0 - 10 ms simulation snapshots showing projections of lipid 
head beads into the xy plane for 7 WT HA viral hairpins Run 2, bottom panel – projection of all lipid beads into 
the yz plane. (B) Same as (A) for 14 WT HA viral hairpins Run 2. (C) Same as (A) for 7 lipid-anchored HA 
hairpins Run 2. (D) Average fusion pore diameter <dpore(t)> ± SD for protein-free and trans HA viral hairpin 
simulations (see also Supplementary Table S4). Welch’s t-test was calculated compared to protein free. (E) 
Average fusion pore planar bilayer separation <hpore(t)> ± SD for protein-free and trans HA hairpin simulations. 
Welch’s t-test was calculated compared to protein free. 
 
 
As described in the previous section, we found that average fusion pore diameter, <dpore(t)> 
differed significantly (p < 0.05, Welch’s t-test) between protein free and fusion pores complexed 
with HA viral hairpins in trans at both densities tested in our simulations (Figure 20C and Figure 
22D). We found no significant difference between average fusion pore diameter from our lipid-
anchored HA viral hairpin simulations and protein free simulations (Figure 22D). When 
comparing average fusion pore planar bilayer separations (<hpore(t)>) over the course of our 10 
ms simulations, only the higher-density, 14 HA viral hairpin simulations (<hpore 14 HA viral hairpin 
(t)> = 5.53 ± 0.68 nm – 6.27 ± 0.90 nm) were significantly smaller (p < 0.01, Welch’s t-test, 
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Figure 22E) than protein free simulations (<hpore protein free (t)> = 7.56 ± 0.68 nm – 8.65 ± 0.29 
nm). The trans → cis conversion frequency for lipid-anchored HA2 hairpins (0.7 ms-1) was 
higher than the 7 and 14 HA2 hairpin planar bilayer fusion pore simulations discussed in the 
previous section (0.57 ms-1  and 0.2 ms-1, respectively). 
An issue with our CG simulations of the fusion pore is that, at present, we are unable to reliably 
reproduce smaller reported pore diameters < ~10 nm over the ~10 ms timescales we aim to 
study. We are limited to larger pore sizes due to the short lifetimes of smaller pores in our 
simulations (i.e. smaller pores are more fragile than larger ones); these short lifetimes may result 
from (i) the absence of explicit waters or hydrodynamics in our simulations (ii) the coarse-
graining away of the two DOPC lipid tails, which may allow more degrees of freedom and 
conformational flexibility for lipids which in turn may allow bilayers be more resistant to defects 
which, in our CG simulations, sever the pore. Despite the disparity in pore size between our 
simulations and reported experimental pores sizes (keeping in mind that electrical measurements 
of pores reliably measure conductance; pore size is an approximation42,43), we do find in 
comparing fusion pore areas over our 10 ms simulations that WT, trans HA viral hairpin clusters 
and protein free (or lipid-anchored HA) hairpins exhibit an approximately twofold difference. 
This ~twofold difference in areas is intriguingly similar to the observed twofold difference in 
experimentally reported conductances of nascent WT and GPI-HA fusion pores measured via 





HA aggregation delays fusion pore dilation by inhibiting HA trans → cis transition 
Experimental evidence suggests that HA trimers have a tendency to cluster. Close-packed HA 
clusters, with ~10 nm trimer spacing have been observed in viruses51,109,117 virus-like particles 
(VLPs)54 and HA-expressing cells120 via electron microscopies. The TMDs of WT HA are 
thought to promote HA clustering via colocalization with raft-like lipids80 and, potentially of 
relevance to influenza-infected and HA-expressing cells, actin109. Additionally, both HA TMDs 
and fusion peptides were shown to aggregate in vitro92,107. While the effects of HA density on the 
kinetics of membrane fusion has been explored using optical122 and electrophysiological38 
approaches, the effects of HA clustering and aggregation on fusion pore dynamics remains 
unknown. We therefore applied our radically coarse grained molecular dynamics approach to 
investigate if and how HA clustering and aggregation might affect fusion pore dynamics. 
A simplified, computationally tractable model to investigate the effects of HA clustering should 
attempt to emulate the condition of a fusion pore connecting a single NLP and a viral membrane 
containing a cluster of HA trimers. Furthermore, an accurate simulation of such a fusion pore 
should incorporate numbers of HA trimers derived from experimentally observed HA densities. 
Guided by current experimental data on HA clusters in membranes54,120 (see Figures 23A and B), 
we estimate that, after docking via HA1 domain-glycolipid GD1a binding, and given an HA 
density54 ~0.014 HA/nm2, a single NLP of diameter ~25 nm would contact ~7 HA molecules. 
We make the simplifying assumption that these 7 core HA molecules, in contact with the NLP, 
would be surrounded by a greater number of peripheral clustered HA molecules; these peripheral 
HA molecules would not contact the NLP. We therefore take as our simulation starting point an 
extant fusion pore, surrounded by 7 core, trans, post-fusion HA2 viral hairpins, in turn 
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surrounded by a greater number of peripheral cis HA2 hairpins. While the core trans hairpins 
span both viral and target membranes, biophysical evidence123,124 suggests that the peripheral HA 
viral hairpins, which are outside the area covered by the NLP and therefore lack an apposed 
target membrane to serve as the destination for their fusion peptides, would likely “self-attack” 
after the low-pH induced structural rearrangement (Figure 23C). In other words, the peripheral 
HA2 hairpins zipper in cis rather than trans, with their TMDs and fusion peptides embedded in 
the viral membrane (Figure 23C). 
Figure 23. HA clustering likely affects HA-mediated membrane fusion. (A) Panel adapted from 120, showing 
immunogold-labeled HA clusters in the PM of HAb2 fibroblasts visualized via EM. (B) Panel adapted from 54, 
showing a micrograph of HA clusters in a VLP membrane. Note the electron density indicative of 7 HA 
molecules within circle demarcating 500 nm2. (C) Schematic illustration showing an NLP bound to number of 
pre-fusion HA trimers (HA1 in dark blue, HA2 in cyan); unbound peripheral HA trimers are shown in gray. The 
pH-induced structural rearrangement of HA produces an extended intermediate (middle panel, HA1 domains 
omitted for clarity) which zippers into the fusogenic conformation (see last panel). Our starting point for our 
simulations is a fusion pore between the NLP and viral membranes (green box). HA2 hairpins bound to the NLP 
(cyan) are found in trans, while peripheral trimers not in contact with the nanodisc (gray) are found in cis 




The low-pH induced zippering of HA into the fusogenic conformation24,25 , which places TMDs 
and fusion peptides together at the membrane-proximal N-cap of the HA2 ectodomain, while the 
HA1 domains remain tethered via flexible linkers to the membrane distal region of the HA2 
ectodomain, likely removes the steric constraint on neighboring TMD trimers imposed by the 
bulbous HA1 domains. This allows trans and cis hairpins in the viral membrane to aggregate via 
TMD-TMD (and TMD-fusion peptide) interactions. Fusion peptide-fusion peptide interactions 
between trans hairpins would concurrently become possible within the target membrane. TMD-
TMD and fusion peptide-fusion peptide interactions, as shown in prior, planar bilayer fusion 
pore simulations, tended to promote the formation of aggregates which stabilize HA2 hairpins in 
trans, leading to significantly smaller average fusion pore planar bilayer separation and 
significantly smaller average fusion pore size. 
We implemented the HA cluster fusion pore simulations similarly to the planar bilayer fusion 
pore simulations described in previous sections, but with a number of important modifications. 
We started with a fusion pore between two planar bilayers (𝒅𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐞 = 10 nm, system size lx = ly = lz 
= 47 nm) with periodic boundary conditions. We placed the TMDs and fusion peptides of 7 core 
trans HA2 hairpins randomly within an annulus (Figure 24A, B) representing the target nanodisc 
membrane area of ~500 nm2 (which approximates the area of an NLP of diameter ~25 nm), with 
an average TMD-TMD trimer center of mass separation ~10 nm, as in closely-packed HA 
clusters (Figure 24A, B). To avoid placing hairpins on top of one another, HA2 ectodomains 
were placed such that they were permitted to tilt outside the annulus. Trans HA2 hairpins were 
found to rapidly undergo trans → cis conversion if placed within the curvature of the fusion pore 
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(i.e., during warmup), therefore placement of the 7 core trans HA2 TMDs and fusion peptides 
was restricted to the planar bilayer portion of the fusion pore system. Warmup typically 
comprised a number of timesteps equivalent to ~10 μs; considering the 2D diffusion coefficient 
of an HA2 hairpin to be ~0.1 μm2/s, on average, the linear distance traveled by an HA2 hairpin 
away from its starting position would be ~1 nm. The interior bound of the NLP annulus begins at 
the curved/planar boundary of the fusion pore membrane (~11 nm from the fusion pore center) 
and the exterior bound terminates ~6 nm from the periodic boundary edge of the system. Using 
HA density derived from experimental data54 and the simulation system size, we calculated that 
23 peripheral cis HA2 hairpins were needed to populate the system. These peripheral cis HA2 
hairpins were randomly placed in the viral membrane outside the exclusion zone and were 

















Figure 24. Fusion pore simulations with clustered HA were based upon the dimensions and geometry of NLPs 
bound to HA clusters. (A) Top-down, schematic view of the NLP simulation showing initial distribution of trans 
and cis HA2 hairpins. Trans HA2 TMD and fusion peptide trimer centers of mass are represented by a red x, cis 
HA2 TMD centers of mass are represented by dark blue circles. Ectodomains of trans HA2 hairpins were not 
confined to the NLP annulus (B) Side view of nanodisc system (C) Example initial configuration after 6 x 106 2 
ps warmup steps. Core trans HA2 hairpins are depicted in cyan, peripheral cis HA2 hairpins in gray. 
 
To prevent rapid pore dilation due to the spurious effect of peripheral cis HA2 hairpins 
interacting with the lipids of the target membrane and imposing a minimum fusion pore planar 
bilayer separation, the CG beads making up the 23 peripheral cis HA2 hairpin ectodomains (but, 
importantly, not their associated TMDs or fusion peptides) were coded to not interact with any 
lipids, i.e. they were “ghosts” to all lipids within the system. Peripheral HA2 hairpins interacted 
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sterically and electrostatically with other HA2 hairpins. Simulation system warmups were 
performed as described earlier with a few key differences. An angle potential of the form:  
𝑽𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒍𝒆 = 𝒌𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒍𝒆𝒆
𝝅−𝜽, 𝟎 ≤ 𝜽 ≤ 𝟐𝝅 , 𝒌𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒍𝒆 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟕 𝐤𝐓 
was applied to the peripheral cis HA2 hairpins to maintain the orientation of their ectodomains 
approximately parallel to the viral planar bilayer normal and to prevent them from intersecting 
with the viral membrane and becoming entangled among TMDs, fusion peptides and other 
peripheral ectodomains. An initial warmup, consisting of ~3 x 106, 2 ps timesteps was 
performed, with the angle potential turned on. Peripheral cis HA2 hairpins were then 
transformed into rigid bodies and a secondary warmup, also consisting of ~3 x 106, 2 ps 
timesteps, was performed. Warmed-up states produced by this second run were then used for 10 
ms production simulation runs with a timestep of 0.2 ns as described previously. Independent 
warmups were used for each production run. 
We found the average fusion pore area in our 10 ms HA cluster simulations to be ~25-33% 
smaller than protein-free fusion pores (see Supplementary Figure S5 and Figure 25A), with 
fluctuations to areas ~40% smaller than protein-free fusion pores (Figure 25A). Additionally, we 
found that in our HA cluster simulations, most core trans HA2 hairpins remained in trans: in two 
of our four simulations all core HA2 hairpins remain in trans while in the other two a single 
trans → cis conversion occurred (Figure 25B). The overall frequency of trans → cis conversion 
(0.05 ms-1) was small compared to the 7 and 14 HA2 hairpin planar bilayer fusion pore 
simulations (0.57 ms-1  and 0.2 ms-1, respectively, see previous theoretical sections “Fusion 
pores in the presence of WT HA trimers in trans have ~2-fold smaller areas than protein-free 
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fusion pores ”) and the lipid-anchored HA2 simulations (0.7 ms-1, see section “Fusion pores with 
lipid-anchored HA in trans have areas similar to protein-free pores because lipid-anchored HA 
convert to cis after ~0.4 ms”).  
Figure 25. HA clusters maintain HA2 hairpins in trans and prevent fusion pore dilation. (A) Fusion pore area vs. 
time A(t), NLP simulation fusion pore. Blue line is protein-free fusion pore <A(t)>. (B) Survival plot, number of 
trans hairpins over time.   
 
NLP-HA cluster fusion pore simulations showed significantly smaller average areas (<Apore(t)> = 
127.4 ± 11.4 nm2 – 143.7 ± 13.9 nm2, Figure 26A), diameters (<dpore(t)> = 12.7 ± 0.6 nm – 13.5 
± 0.67 nm, Figure 26B) and planar bilayer separations (<hpore(t)> = 4.1 ± 0.2 nm – 5.3 ± 0.5 nm, 
Figure 26C) than protein-free or lipid-anchored fusion pore simulations (see section “Fusion 
pores with lipid-anchored HA in trans have areas similar to protein-free pores because lipid-







Figure 26. HA clusters significantly reduce mean fusion pore area, diameter and planar bilayer separation. (A) 
Comparison of <Apore(t)> for protein-free, lipid-anchored and HA cluster 10 ms simulations. (B) Comparison of 
<dpore(t)> for protein-free, lipid-anchored and HA cluster 10 ms simulations. (C) Comparison of <hpore(t)> for 
protein-free, lipid-anchored and HA cluster 10 ms simulations. All values - mean ± SD is shown, Welch’s t-test 
was calculated compared to protein-free.    
 
 
Peripheral cis HA2 hairpins formed aggregates (which reached ~10 - 20 nm in size within ~0.5 
ms) in the "viral" membrane together with core trans HA2 hairpins; within these 
mixed trans/cis HA2 hairpin aggregates we generally found ~2 - 3 trans HA2 hairpins and ~4 -5 
cis HA2 hairpins (Figure 27A).  Within these mixed trans/cis HA2 hairpin aggregates, trans 
HA2 hairpin multimers were less likely to make the transition from trans to cis, primarily 
because large fusion peptide multimers did not diffuse through the curvature of the fusion pore 
as readily as single HA2 hairpin fusion peptide trimers; these multimers were more likely to 
remain confined to the planar region of the fusion pore system.  We found that single HA2 
hairpins within trans/cis aggregates were blocked from making the trans → cis transition (Figure 
27B) by aggregated cis hairpins which acted to “hold back” the trans hairpin (forcing the N-
terminal linkers to stretch) and making the transit of the fusion peptide through the curved region 
of the fusion pore unlikely compared to a single HA2 hairpin (Figure 27C).  
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Figure 27. HA2 hairpin aggregation prevents trans → cis conversion. (A) Core HA2 trans hairpins (cyan) form 
stable aggregates with peripheral cis HA2 hairpins (gray) in HA cluster fusion pore simulations. Only TMDs are 
shown for clarity. (B) Trans → cis transition of single HA2 trans hairpin. (C) Trans → cis transitions of single 
HA2 trans hairpins within an aggregate are blocked due to cis hairpin aggregate contacts, which constrain 
fusion peptides to planar region of fusion pore. 
 
 
Trans/cis HA2 hairpin aggregates in our NLP simulations (Figure 28A) remained relatively 
static; maintaining both aggregated core HA2 hairpins in trans (Figure 28B) > 10 ms and 
relatively constant distances relative to the center of the fusion pore > 10 ms (Figure 28C). 
Trans/cis HA2 hairpin aggregates were many times larger than individual HA TMD trimers; 
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their proportionally slower lateral membrane diffusion125 results in what amounts to a “trap” for 
trans HA2 hairpins, confining the fusion peptide trimers of individual trans hairpins to the planar 
region of the target membrane, and therefore away from the "point of no return" curvature of the 
fusion pore, preventing the trans → cis transition and subsequent pore dilation. 
Figure 28. Mixed trans/cis aggregated HA clusters remain static > 10 ms. (A) Trans/cis HA2 hairpin aggregates 
containing a single trans HA2 hairpin (left) and three trans hairpins (right). Core trans HA2 hairpin shown in 
cyan, peripheral cis hairpins shown in gray. (B) TMD-fusion peptide distance for two core trans HA2 hairpins 
over 10 ms. (C) Core trans HA2 hairpin-fusion pore center of mass plotted over 10 ms. 
 
 
Overall, we found that in HA cluster fusion pore simulations, core trans HA2 hairpins were 
likely to remain in trans > 10 ms, fusion pore planar bilayer distance was significantly 





In this work, we applied novel experimental and theoretical approaches to better understand how 
the transmembrane domains of influenza hemagglutinin (HA) affect the properties of the nascent 
viral fusion pore. Using nanolipoprotein (NLP) nanodiscs and cells expressing HA we devised a 
robust, single-cell optical method to report HA-mediated fusion.  To detect currents passing 
through single viral fusion pores between WT HA-expressing and GPI-HA expressing cells and 
NLPs with ~ms time resolution, we adapted and extended an electrical method previously used 
to study SNARE-mediated fusion pores48. In concert with experiments, we applied highly 
coarse-grained, explicit lipid molecular dynamics simulations to study the behavior of HA viral 
hairpins complexed with fusion pore on extraordinarily long timescales > 10 ms, with the goal of 
elucidating the unexplained differences in fusion pore size between WT and GPI-anchored HA.   
Using a nanoscale electrical assay capable of resolving individual fusion pores, we have shown 
that nascent, HA-mediated pores flicker, have a lifetime of ~2 s and were small compared to 
previous electrical measurements of HA-mediated fusion pores, with an average conductance of 
~330 pS, corresponding to an estimated diameter of ~1.7 nm. Pores mediated by a GPI-anchored 
mutant of HA, where TMDs are replaced by a lipid anchor, formed at a rate less than ~0.5x of 
WT. Our experimental results were compatible with prior findings that GPI-HA pores are 
stabilized at larger conductances than WT46. However, within our experimental setup, fusion 
rates were extremely low, even for WT (only ~10x higher than negative controls), meaning that 
results from that loss-of-function mutants (i.e. GPI-HA), which reduced measured event rates 
were difficult to compare with WT, as the event rate was not significantly different from 
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negative controls. Possible reasons for the low fusion rates we found include (i) problems with 
our passive acidification technique – in experiments patching cells, the patch pipette might have 
become clogged with debris, slowing down buffer mixing and acidification (ii) while electron 
microscopy studies of HAb2 fibroblasts showed that HA tends to form close-packed clusters in 
the plasma membrane 126, in patching HA-expressing cells, we likely may not have reliably 
patched regions of high enough HA density (due to the probably heterogenous distribution of HA 
51,126) and (iii) we excluded a large portion of the recordings due to poor baselines; these portions 
of the recordings may include a number of bona-fide fusion pores. A more general issue is that 
membrane fusion pores, unlike ion channels60, do not have a characteristic electrical waveform, 
i.e. it is challenging to separate fusion pores from background events. In the future, issue (i) may 
be addressed using a triggered acidification technique, such as photolytic uncaging of protons127 
in the pipette, which would in theory acidify the pipette solution rapidly and uniformly. Issue (ii) 
could be addressed by attempting to drive higher surface expression of HA and increase the 
number of HA clusters (perhaps necessitating the use of a different cell line), or through the use 
of a fluorescently-tagged HA variant126 which could be used to target the pipette to regions of 
high HA density. Issue (iii) is harder to address and unless solutions to issues (i) and (ii) yield a 
more reliable induction of HA-mediated fusion as well as a higher rate of fusion; it will likely 
only be overcome via a larger sample n. 
Fusion pores measured using our single-pore NLP fusion assay were ~15-60% smaller than those 
detected in earlier electrophysiological investigations of viral fusion pores74,128, potentially 
reflecting the smaller membrane area of the target NLP vs. cell-cell or cell-BLM fusion. ~23 nm 
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diameter NLP NDs could geometrically accommodate a fusion pore up to ~9 nm in diameter, 
and pore expansion to diameters this large was observed in SNARE-mediated fusion57. The small 
size of HA-mediated fusion pores in our assay may result from an inherent resistance to fusion 
pore expansion in the NLP, or the inability to control the copy number of HA engaged in fusion 
pore nucleation and development, as HA is present in the plasma membrane of the cell but not in 
the target membrane of the NLP. In SNARE-mediated fusion, it was found that higher copy 
numbers of v-SNARE proteins reconstituted in NLPs correlated with larger measured fusion 
pores57. While influenza virions (D ~80-100 nm) contain a high number (~500) of close-packed 
HAs (and fusion events detected in our system are most likely be the result of HA-mediated 
fusion occurring in close-packed cellular PM HA clusters), recent work has shown that efficient 
influenza uncoating and genome release, both via endocytic pathway and when fusion is forced 
to occur at the plasma membrane, requires the hijacking of molecular motors involved in the 
cellular aggresome pathway129. These findings lend some credence to the idea that HA-mediated 
fusion alone may be insufficient for productive viral genome release leading to infection129. 
Fusion pore expansion to large conductances observed in prior studies could be an artifact of the 
large contact areas inherent to the experimental systems used. Additionally, electrophysiological 
studies of HIV gp41 and A. californica baculovirus GP64 reported fusion pores which expanded 
rapidly and did not flicker, in contrast to pores mediated by HA; hinting at a possible molecular 
origin for varying viral fusion pore phenotypes40. Future work adapting our single-pore electrical 
assay to quantitatively compare fusion pores mediated by other viral fusogens (A. californica 
GP64, ebola GP, HIV gp41 etc.) could be extremely fruitful. Future work should extend our 
single-cell/NLP optical fusion assay to probe HA mutants and potentially other viral fusogens. 
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Labeled molecular cargoes of varying sizes could be used to independently probe fusion pore 
size. Additionally, this robust assay potentially could be adapted as a screen for inhibitors of 
viral membrane fusion, including small molecules, antibodies and IFITM proteins33,35 for 
influenza and other membrane-enveloped viral pathogens. A further extension would be to 
combine our optical fusion assay with lipid-mixing experiments to probe intermediates along the 
pathway to fusion. 
The structure of HA itself may help explain observed fusion pore phenotype. The tertiary 
structure of the influenza HA viral hairpin is somewhat unique among Class I viral fusion 
proteins: rather than a continuous, alpha-helical six-helix bundle (6HB) as in HIV gp41, the short 
6HB that forms at the membrane-distal end of the low-pH HA2 structure terminates in the leash 
domain, which makes fewer residue-residue contacts with the central trimeric-coiled coil than 
other 6HB viral fusion proteins18. While the N-cap is thought to “lock” the HA2 trimer in the 
hairpin configuration following acidification25,130, the leash domain-central coiled coil interaction 
may be more labile than similar structures in 6HB viral fusion proteins.  Due to these structural 
differences, influenza HA may be a “weak” fusogen, in contrast to other viral fusogens and 
SNAREs, i.e. HA-mediated fusion and the establishment of a fusion pore may simply occur in a 
slower, more stochastic fashion than SNARE-mediated membrane fusion. This may provide an 
evolutionary justification for the relatively high copy number of HA per influenza (~50019, 
compared with only ~40 gp120/gp41 trimers projecting from the HIV virion131,132). 
TMD-mediated clustering of HA is thought to play an important role in the orchestration of viral 
budding from infected cells51,80,109,120 and in providing a large number closely packed of HAs per 
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~100 nm diameter virion19,118,119. Kinetics studies estimate that ~3-4 trimers are required for 
fusion, and some degree of cooperativity among HA may play a role in nucleating the fusion 
pore26,55,59. However, the effects of clustered, post-fusion HA viral hairpins124 upon the pore 
itself, once nucleated, are unknown. Studies using HA expressing cells show HA may be 
involved in pore expansion133,134. As noted, the expansion of the HA-mediated viral fusion pore 
is a central requirement for infection, as the ~10 nm influenza genome must be released through 
it31,135.  
Our coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations of HA viral hairpins complexed with fusion 
pores highlight a possible mechanism to explain the size of the nascent, nm-sized, flickering WT 
HA fusion pore37,38,74,128 and the difference in sizes between the nascent WT and GPI-HA fusion 
pores46.  We hypothesize that pores mediated by GPI-HA are primarily lipidic (in the case of 
GPI-HA, experiments show that fusion pores more easily allow passage of lipidic dye than 
WT46), our simulations appear to support a picture where WT fusion pores, while not 
“proteinaceous” in the same sense as gap junctions136, are perhaps best described as hybrid 
protein-lipid structures64, in our simulations at higher HA2 hairpin densities, perhaps as a lipidic 
core (fusion pore) surrounded by an aggregated “fence” of HA hairpins.  The expansion of WT 
HA-mediated fusion pores, in our simulations, is hindered by aggregates of trans HA2 hairpins 
as well as mixed trans/cis HA2 hairpin aggregates, which constrain fusion pore planar bilayer 
separation and fusion pore size. Trans HA2 hairpins were found to be unable to easily “let go” of 
the fusion pore. While an issue with our simulations is the larger fusion pore size (~1.3 – 9x) 
than measured experimentally1,38,46,74,137, the approximately twofold difference in size between 
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pores with trans WT HA2 hairpins and of protein free (and lipid-anchored) fusion pores tracks 
with the previous measurements of the initial GPI-HA fusion pore conductance compared to 
WT46. In these measurements WT pores were found to fluctuate around ~30-60% the size of 
GPI-HA pores for ~100 ms, after which a relatively stable ~twofold difference was found 
between WT and GPI-HA.  
When HA2 hairpins remain in trans fusion pores remain small compared to protein-free pores; 
the conversion of HA2 hairpins from trans to cis correlates with an increase in pore size. 
Additionally our simulations of lipid-anchored HA2 hairpins show that trans  cis conversion 
occurs far more rapidly for lipid-anchored HA2 than for WT. This appears due to the effects of 
TMD-TMD and fusion peptide-fusion peptide aggregation between trans viral hairpins; TMD-
TMD aggregation is abolished in the more mobile lipid-anchored mutant.  
Our simulations of fusion pores complexed with clustered HA2 hairpins, which emulated aspects 
of our experimental setup where NLPs likely contacted clusters of closely-packed HA trimers, 
lent further credence to the importance of the trans  cis transition to pore dilation. We found 
that clustering led to aggregation of trans and cis HA2 hairpins and that trans HA2 hairpins 
within mixed trans/cis aggregates were unlikely to undergo conversion to cis. Fusion pores in 
these simulations were on average ~25-33% smaller than protein-free fusion pores (with 
fluctuations to sizes ~40% smaller); these relative size differences were consistent with 
conductance measurements comparing the nascent fusion pores of WT and GPI-HA46.  
Future improvements to our CG model include (i) a more accurate CG model of GPI-anchored 
HA, realistically modeling the lipid anchor through the use of force-matching calculations 
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similar to our determination of HA TMD-TMD binding energy (ii) modeling of the HA1 head 
domain connected to the HA viral hairpin; the inclusion of this bulky domain would likely 
capture the steric interactions found among interacting HA viral hairpins more accurately. 
Additionally, (iii) an explicit representation of the NLP, bounded by CG representations of the 
ApoE protein, could potentially be used to more accurately model a fusion pore between the 
target NLP and clustered HA trimers within the viral membrane. A further improvement to our 
scheme would be (iv) the use of membranes containing CG lipids with molecular shapes and 
charges reflective of physiological lipid compositions. 
Our work is consistent with the following scheme: WT HA TMDs promote HA clustering. 
Close-packed (~10nm HA-HA distance) clusters have been observed in viruses, virus-like-
particles and HA expressing cells 51,52,54,80,109,117,126,138,139. (ii) pH drop and subsequent structural 
rearrangement of HA allows aggregation of TMD, which is prevented prior to fusion by the 
steric interaction of the bulky HA1 head groups. For trans hairpins, TMDs and fusion peptides 
aggregate in viral/cell and target membranes, respectively, allowing viral hairpin aggregates to 
form24–26,59,92,107,115,140–142.  (iii) HAs peripheral to the target membrane, i.e. outside the virus-
endosome contact area or outside the contact area of a nanodisc, may “self-attack”, i.e. fusion 
peptides insert into the same membrane as TMDs123. These HAs also aggregate via TMD-TMD, 
fusion peptide-fusion peptide and TMD-fusion peptide contacts. (iv) Aggregated trans hairpins 
cannot make the trans  cis transition, they are joined by others and therefore it is difficult to 
pass bulkier, aggregated fusion peptides through the fusion pore. Trans hairpins are trapped 
within mixed trans/cis aggregates. (v) Therefore, the fusion pore remains small over timescales 
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(seconds) probed by electrical methods. Trans hairpins act as maximum constraint on pore 
height. GPI-anchored HA, lacking TMDs, (and potentially less concentrated/clustered than WT 
HA) can more readily make the trans  cis transition and escape the fusion pore. The fusion 
pore is then essentially unconstrained and lipidic, and can therefore expand to larger sizes than 
when constrained by clusters of trans HA hairpins.  
Further integrated experimental and theoretical endeavors along these lines are necessary to 
better understand infection of cells by membrane-enveloped viruses. Efforts to tackle hypotheses 
generated by our modeling efforts experimentally may prove feasible. In particular, the 
hypothesized geometry of the post-fusion HA hairpin and the hypothesis of a trans  cis 
transition of the HA hairpin leading to pore dilation may be amenable to testing via advanced 
optical methods such as single-molecule FRET (smFRET143). While the ~10 ms timescales 
achievable by our CG MD simulations of the fusion pore are extremely long compared to 
atomistic and MARTINI approaches, it is important to recall that this only comprises 1-2 data 
points of an electrophysiological recording. While CG models are extremely useful for 
generating hypotheses about biomolecular systems and mechanisms, temporal limitations make 
direct comparison of model to experiment difficult. Timescales approaching ~1s are 
computationally tractable using our scheme provided time and greater computational resources 
such as multi-GPU clusters; future work should aim – along with capturing as much detail as 
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Figure S1. (A) Schematic showing quantitative western blot (WB) protocol for detecting plasma membrane cell-
expressed HA. (B) WB of HAb2 cell samples and X31 viral HA (100 - 1,000 ng/well) for quantitation. HA trimer 
density estimate assuming HAb2 cell surface area ~1,000 μm2 and patch area ~1.8 μm2. (C) Comparison of 
transfected I173E, GPI-anchored with WT HAb2 HA expression, equal loading. 
 
 
Figure S2. (A) Pipette tip acidification visualized via drop in carboxyfluorescein (CF) fluorescence signal. ~1 μl 
neutral (pH 7.4) buffer containing 2mM CF, overlaid with ~3 μl pH 3.9 buffer (B) Control, ~1 μl neutral (pH 





Figure S3. Example fusion pore current bursts for WT and GPI-HA fusion events.. (A) WT HA (HAb2) 
expressing cells. (B) GPI-HA expressing cells. Red dashed line = -0.25 pA threshold. 
 
 
Table S1. Charges assigned to beads representing the HA viral hairpin using APBS. Shown are charges assigned 
to residues 37-104 (central coiled coil) and leash domains of chain D of the HA2 trimer, PDB 1QU1. The same 




Table S2. Determination of summed amino acid membrane pull-out energy for X31 (A) HA TMD and (B) HA 
fusion peptide primary sequences. 
 
Figure S4. Results of potential of mean force (PMF) calculation from atomistic simulations to obtain TMD-TMD 
binding energy for two HA TMDs in a DOPC bilayer. Fit to data shown as black dashed line (inset: simulation 






Figure S5. Protein-free fusion pore A(t) plots for three 10 ms runs. 
 




Table S4. Protein-free, trans WT, trans lipid-anchored simulation results and WT cluster results initial dpore = 10 
nm. 
 
N(HA2) System Pore lifetime, ms <A(t)>, nm^2 SD, nm^2 <d(t)>, nm^2 SD, nm^2
0 Protein free run 1 10.0 189.0 26.3 15.5 1.1
0 Protein free run 2 - 183.6 27.2 15.2 1.2
0 Protein free run 2 - 191.4 27.5 15.6 1.2
7 trans , WT HA2, dsep = 10 nm, run 1 - 110.8 48.3 11.5 2.9
7 trans,  WT HA2, dsep = 10 nm, run 2 - 128.4 31.8 12.7 1.8
7 trans,  WT HA2, dsep = 10 nm, run 3 - 83.4 19.0 10.2 1.2
14 trans,  WT HA2, dsep = 7 nm, run 1 - 107.0 23.3 11.6 1.3
14 trans,  WT HA2, dsep = 7 nm, run 2 - 76.7 18.0 9.8 1.2
14 trans,  WT HA2, dsep = 7 nm, run 3 - 80.2 14.7 10.1 0.9
7 trans,  lipid anchored HA2, dsep = 10 nm, run 1 - 191.0 26.5 15.6 1.1
7 trans,  lipid anchored HA2, dsep = 10 nm, run 2 - 194.4 24.7 15.7 1.1
7 trans,  lipid anchored HA2, dsep = 10 nm, run 3 - 189.3 28.3 15.5 1.2
7 core trans , 23 peripheral cis HA2 7 trans,  WT HA2, dsep = 10 nm + 23 peripheral cis HA2, run 1 - 143.7 13.9 13.5 0.7
7 core trans , 23 peripheral cis HA2 7 trans,  WT HA2, dsep = 10 nm + 23 peripheral cis HA2, run 2 - 129.4 12.0 12.8 0.6
7 core trans , 23 peripheral cis HA2 7 trans,  WT HA2, dsep = 10 nm + 23 peripheral cis HA2, run 3 - 142.8 15.9 13.5 0.8
7 core trans , 23 peripheral cis HA2 7 trans,  WT HA2, dsep = 10 nm + 23 peripheral cis HA2, run 4 - 127.4 11.4 12.7 0.6
